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ABSTRACT

Presented are several elementary school lessons
dealing ithmarine shell-bearing animals. Among the aspects of
mollusk biology investigated are anatomy, diversity of form,
adaptations, and classification. Learning strategies used include
field trips, creative writing exercises, art activities, poetry, and
scientific observation. A set of 40 student worksheets is provided,
Tong with tips for organizing a field trip and a list of resource
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'PREFACE

The Xlaska Sea Week Curriculum Series,(K-Wemphasi,zes one
or more aspects of the marine environment at each grade level.
kindergarten materials, for instance, are intended, to introduce
students to the exciting and curious World of the sea and shore.
At the Other, end of the series, materials for sixth graders
stress man's interactions with,the,marine environment. While
the subject matter at each grade level' is unique, as a whole the
grade level guides will yield a broad understanding of the marine
environment and its importance to Alaskans.
)
.

*2"'.

The pur pose.of this curriculdm series is to help the teacher
in interpreting the marine environment for elementary-school.
students.. However, what is included here is just a place to
begin. Ap you read the,follo'Wing-materials, you will find
factual information abbut many aspects of the marine environment,
and suggestions for,presenting these cc:incepts to students through
multi-disciplinary activities both An the,classroom and,at field
,sites.
Materials are organized lotd units, each covering a
single idea or subject. From these you, the teacher; may select
the units and activities which a e best suited to your class,
comunity and resources.

'

"Sea Week" originated JJuh dau, and these curriculum
materials are most applicable tsoutheast and southcentral
Alaska. However, the Alaska Sea Grant Program has funded a',
three year pilot project to expand Juneau's successful program
statewide: As Sea Week is piloted'in 14 communities around the
1.41.11 be expanded to meet the needs
state, the,Curriculum
of western, interior, and .northern Alaska.
1

The streligth/of the
Sen'd us your comments and suggestions.
fineif edition will depend not only on those of us staffing the
project - but on' you -1your ideas and comments. After you've
some of these activities - fill out and send in the 4,
tree
eva uation sheet at the back of this bodk. Thanks so much:

Jill Thayer/Belle Mickelson, Coordinators
Mary Lou King/Nancy Barr, Consultants
Alaska S6a, Grant Program
University of Alaska, Fairbanks, AK 99701
479-7631/7086
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INTRODUCTION

.

.

4

Alaska has more thdn 33,000 miles of shoreline; the earth's
Much of Alask.Ps
circumference is only about 25,000 miles.
complex and vntriCate shorel*ne is accounted for by the bays,
Here, in
inlets, headlands, islarlds of Southeast Ala5ka.
Alaskan communities largeand.small we live in close contact
with the marind world. Some of Us.make our livings by fishing'
ox working for the Coast Guard, the State's marine tAansporMost CT' .us
tation system, or marine shipping companies%
spend at reast someof our time sport, fishing, digging clams,
beachcombing, or just vzing out at'the_iricredible scenery of
snowcapped-pountaihs and everchanging inland waters.

are

0

e a part is our'.
which
heritage, our trust..It is only fitting 6zat our children
know ;hat world intimately so that they can grow up in an
understanding of its complexities, it s'ubleties, its impvtance.
Th15 is of particular urgency now thatAla5ka is facing increasing pressures to make decisions that will effect the use f
of hpr:lands and seas for generations to come.- We, and our
children, rust have a part- in the decision making processes

-41The dynariic marine environment

and the.more knowledgeable we arethe more effective'our //
participation will be.
Teaching children about the world in which they 131re is
portant and perhaps ithas never been more im-portan' than it
is-in Alaska today. Teaching facts and concepts about the
marine world is important but perhaps most important or all is
It is hoped that through the 'study
the teaching of attitudes.
of marine life, students may gain, the following:
.

A

.

increased interest 4n thei

A

.

environment.

lr

A greater awareness, appreciation, respect 'far the
natural world that is so close about them here in
Alaska.

2.
.j-

'

The sheer delightf pleasure, happiness that can come'

3.

from observing and understanding nature, close 1.4p.

A sensitivity to the relationship between themselves
and their environment.

4.

,If that can be accomplished, all our lives will,he better
because of

I.

\ri
*
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INTRODUCTION - SECOND GRADE
If the Sda WeZk Curricul,um Series is 41 use in your school,
students en ering second grade will al'eady have been introduced to the sea' and its inhabitants. Through discovery techniques and instruction they have learned about the myriad life
formsthat populate Alaska's marine shores.

At a second grade level focus is directed more specifically to
one group otmarine.animals, tiv mollusk's or shell-bearers.
By learning-\about mollusks in so ale detail, students will begin
to appreciath.the great 6omplexity and diversity that can and
does exist in every kind of living thing.
1.1
.

Specifitsally,,,the following -are some aspects of marine shell'bearers that stu nts may explore:

its,

;,

1.

The scien ific grouping of animals according to their
structural similarities.

2. The internal anatomy of the soft, shell-bearing animal.
I

3.

The diversity of form amOng mollusks and how diversity
is related to environment and!way of life.

4.

The shell-bearers means of reproducing.

9

40.6,

A multi-disciplinary approach has been used with these materials.
Mathematics, scientific discovery, reading, creative writing,
'., listening, verbal expression, and art are all an integral, part
'in the students learning about one specific aspect of the marine
environmant:
e-

Through classroom and field trip experiences, students should gain
a deepening appreciation of a natural envirowment and increased
confidence in their own ability to understand the world around
them.

4

4

1

'SHELLS,

),

Introduction
,fin this marine curriculum,series, the focus of second
grade is Alaska'S marine shells.
If students have been, in
the schpol district during pldergarten and first grade, they
have leirned a general appreciation for the sea as a complex
envitonment aid they are familiar with the wide range of pants
and animals to be found intertidally on Alaska's shores. Focusing more narrowly, second graders will look atlone particular group of marine animals - the shelled mollusks.

Vocabulary and Classification

As students examine shell differences and shell structures,
they will quickly realize the need for vocabulary words 'that can
be used to labelunfamiliar shapes or parts and vocabulatyi.
should be an impo4anc part of the second grade study. SoFe
names for parts of'shells are essential; learnirtg the scientific names of a number of'locally occurring animals should be
left to the discretion of the teacher
with the reminder that
sometimes children take a real feeling of pride from learning
alobig word or two that sufficiently challentes their minds' and
tongues!
,

Since relatively few sea shore creatures have generally
accepted common names, (and many none at all), it is almost
essential to use the scientific. names. Scientific names consist of two parts: genus and species. The first, the genus,
stands for a g6up of closely related animals or plants. The
second, the species, ,is usually descriptive, though it may be
named for a person.
Sometimes there will Wa third, for e
subspecies or variety; but none of these are used in this
booklet.

The children may understand the idea of the genus being
like the family name oc(Smith, and the species being Elizabeth Smith, Robert SMit'h and James,Smith, (except that the
family name Smith is said first, as Smith, Elizabeth).' For
the many "common names," or "nicknames", Elizabeth may be callRobert may be called
ed "Betty", "j3eth ", "Liz" or "Betsy."
"Bob", "Bobbie" or "Rob." James may be called ."Jim", "Jimmie"
or "Jamie." They are all Smiths and probably look something
alike, but'each one is different.and has his own name.
(One catch is tosmakeithem undetstand that'all the ones
that are alike have the same name - all of -one species - and
that not every individual clam has its own name!)

R. Tucker Abbott says that.PDespite two centAries of
research, there are great gaps in the biological knowledge
of Iliollusks...9 So changes in cApssification are still bping

made (as well as differences of pinion!). You will note
name,changes have been made, and ore will'be made. The,
However, it
older texts will have more Poutd ted" names.
With
track
down
your
exact
species.
is still possible
Marly
ader
classifications
are.enough.
the children the b
and
some
may
enjoy
of your'cliildren a ready know these,
learning the full scientific names. Perhaps there may be
interested parents or a,teacher's .aide who would work with
"advanced" pupils on arranging a display for your school
or class using the scientific names (and/or the common
If a child uses a book to "identify" a specimen,
names).
(unlee,s it is-glaringly wrong), accept it or encourage him
to look a- little furthr.
4
Presentation Of Matefials
Keys to understanding shelled
and interesting creatures are the
Hopefully you
are.included here.
and Other illustrations, plus real
student materials.

4/14
animals as complicated
series of worksheets that
will be able to use4bsters'
shells along with the printed

All the Illustrations both in the student pages and in the
teacher inform4ion are life-sized unless otherwise noted i.e. the gum boot - but tAey may havb been drawn from either
'large or small spetimbns. Therefore the size of the shells
0
which you actually find pn the shcre may vary considerably'
from that of thd-illustrations.
For the most part, the shells 401ustrated are those most
often seen in our aria, and those whSch seem fairly distincMost second graders should be able to recognize them.
tive.
Workshqets may be used as a cumulative record of each
4tOdents study., Along with other art, language and math
pages related to mollusks, they could form-a booklet that
summarizes the unit work for each student.

A

In addition to worksheets containing informatiOn about
the shells themselves, many +Ideas for related activities involving arts and crafts,scientific observation, language and
For the most part these are found'
skills are ,inaluded.
ma
at the end of the unit, but they should be used by the teacher
in any way and at any time that best fit .t e needs of the class.

to

Unit 1.

AN INTRODUCTION TO MOLLUSKS

'Obectives

(
\,/

-To understand that M011usks include a number of
-Animals that appear to be quite different from
each other..'

-To understand that all mollutics share certain ,characteristics.
4

l

Teacher Backgroinia

A Mollusk has
soft body, with (usually) 4 prominent
muscular foot, usedSfor locomotion.
The body is, in most cases, protect6d by a limy shell,
which hai been produced by the mollusk itself.
In a few
cases, the shell is internal/small/or lackin,g, (e.g.,Nudiibranches or "sea slugs"). However, these are not the °Res
you will have in your "shell" collectiocollection;

t

Phylum Molluska includes these classes:
t

Bivalve shells

Pelecypoda:

(Clams, mussels,
scallops,,etc.)

Scaphopbda:

Tooth shellt

GastroQoda:

Univalves, with
conical or'spiral
shells, a distinct
head,'with:tentacles.
.

(Snails, limpets)
om

Amphineura:, With a sheil'of eight
plates or valves.
(Chitons)

ti

4

With ahead which'

Cephalopoda:

has IongAarms, searing'suction

,

(Octopus and squid)

We will be considering only the Bivalves and, Univalves
and C1iitons (eight valves or plates).

`ACTIVI* 1.
,

-,
Materials:
7
, -a variety of shells.
.-phottographs or other illustrations of th e different
.

.

i

t

kinds afmolluske
-Norksheet on mollusks
*Procedure

/

.

t

.Either by giving. students plformationor by drawing from
what they already Ww, discuss with them the idea that some
marane animals livk inside very hard shells and travel about
ordig - with the large, muscular foot that each possesses.
These animals come in.a wide range,of sh4es and sizes, but
they are all called mollusks., Tell the stuolipts,that there
are mollusks that can tool them, though, because some molintroduce
lusks do not have a hard shell covering them
octopuses and squids as examples, and, if students'have seen
them on the beach inprevious years, mdVtion nudibranchs.
v.
A
After the group disdlission, pass out the worksheet oft
mollusks and help students as needed. '
4/1/

,

,

,

'an to incorporate the worksheets into a student
If you
,.booklet, arrange td save each' ttudent's sheet in a cumulative
study js finished.- Perhaps each child could
file until t
start thinkin about what he or she would like to use four`
cover illustrations!!
THE,BIVALVESI"

Unit 2.
N

Objectives
- To learf' what a bivalve is.

- To be able.po recognize a number of local species
of bivalves. ;/".
,-To know how and where a bivalve usually Lives.

4;
1

e"

WHAT'IS A BIVALVE ?.

Objectives
-To understand what a bivalve looks, like outside and inside.
-To learn that a bivalve hasa internal system
much likb our OWMN

,

.

.

.4

Teacher BaCkground

71

soft body, with two valves (or
Most Bivalves have
`rshells1 to cover and protect them.
P.J44r4y,
e

.

-Nil

Clems a d some othlk Bivalves.have:
-a stomaph
-mouth
si-ornach
kidneys and
adductor
- intestines
must l e
-gills (to
(to_ breathe with)
one they bring in
-siphons
new wate , with"ai-r, and food;
with the other they send out
water and wastes.)

.hers

-heat,

'

.

exhalant
siphon

1-teLst

F.,

mantle
w&mflonf
::phon

- a mantle

(pis

a foot 0 r digging do wn or
moving thr ugh sand and mud)
-and two powerful %dAlactor"

muscles that he3

iniesfine

hold and

move the valves'hnd leave'thd
1

IF

;obt

....sdar's you see on the erliy Shells.

-But.NO head

Hinge teeth and-hinge ligaments
help to hold the two valves of. :the
Bivalve shell together..

hint's

teeth

int'ernol
1(9a4ent

Valves

rExi-ernal
1

igarnanf

Is)

/

hinge
ligarneht
{external

'

C
Scow

le.-r4 try adductor muscles
,

1

13

,

e

.

4
4

4

Materi

.

(

a

...

.

.

r

.

.4

s:

roster on 16ivalv.es

worksheetsolon bivalves
re.

'Proce
('

sing the poster discuss with students the idea that

bival es are one kind of molllisk or, shell-bt.Uring animal.'

arly.in the discussion, Ask if anyone knows what the
prefix bi- means? After arriving at the idea that it means
"two','ask students what they think ,"bivalve" mijhti mean.
Erin them to the idea that the part of the'word "-valve"
refe s to
- a part or section of the shell and thus a bivalve
Encourage students lao think of
has wo parts to its shell.
Include
as m ny words as they can that have the prefix bi-.
such words-Nas:
bimantial

biknnual
biennial
bicameral
bicentennia'
bicycle
bilingual

biweekly
bimonthly
binoculars
bipolar

'

,

,

Discuss the meanings of any of these words that Are mentioned.
In the same or another discussion session, use the poster
to point outto students t4e internal and external darts of
After discussing them with the group, pas"
ivalve animal.
a
as
two worksheets on bivalves and give students he
sary in completing' t
or

,ACTIVITY 2.
4

,

.

BLUE'M SEALS

EDULIS)

Ob
-To recognize and
blue mussel.

.know

the name of the contmon
,

-To learn how the mussel lives and why it is
important.

:

.

Teg.clitr Background

There are other species,of Mussels in Alaska, but on our
beache§, Zbey will be Mytilus edulis ("blue mussel")
,You will see these mussels almodt everywhere, crpwded to% gether, in all sizes, and old shells cast up on the.beach.

The valves of the mussel are g enerally black, immature
shells often light brown, almost translucent, though they may.
be black at any size, (age).

14

-

11

.ThiCkbivalve'has no
hinge teeth, and only one
siphon.

Be
(Limbo)

Since the mussel does
not use its foot for dig-

I

ging. or for travel, it" does

not.have a large one.

Mussels anchor themselves to rocks, or pilings,
(or wood - or caps, - or other
sheris!), with 5erong "guy
wires" or threads, called
Byssus.

.

.

-

Mussel

Clams and mussels obtain their food by straining out
microscopic plants and animals ( '.'plankton ") from the sea water.
For this reason, they arc; often called "filter feeders."
Unfortunately, some species of planktonic organisms, 0
(e.g. Gonyaulax catanella), contain a poisonous chemical
known as a saxitoxin, which remains and concentrates in the
body of the clam or mussel which has ingeAed it. This poi- clam
son can be very dangerous to any person who may eat
and
may
in
or-mussel, as it works as a nerve poison
(It has Caused death in a number
with-the person's breathing.
of cases in SE Alaska.)

=ere

aid to be asso-2`
Although the presence of the poison
be,
know
Itt
saxitoxin. (PSP)
ciated with "red tide", it should
in
the
clams
an./
ussels at any
may, in oar area, be present
is
no
i
dication
of a
time of the year and even when there
ions
of
(Red tide occurs when millions and
"red tide,"
actualI.y
point
where
th
the tiny animals are present to the
"color "-the water red.) The presence of the poison is not
predictable and can only be detected in the clams and mussels
by a laborbtory test which requires several hours. (This test
is also used to "monitor" beaches for PSP** toxin and predict
the presence of the poisbnous organisms in the'area.)
**PSP - Paralytic Shellfish Poisoning

Materials:
-mussel shells
-slide,gir other illustration showing a mussel ,
-workshffet on mussels
-live mussel in a pan of cold sea water (if possible)
Procedure.

Mussel shells oPiten'gather on. our beaches in considerable
windrows. If possible/ cotIlect, a numbex. of dead shells before
beginning thit activity so that each'chilod will have-a shell
to examine closet?.
If you halie been able to secure such a collection of
mussels (once gatheted they can be used again year after year);
pass.out shells to the children: Review the idea of bivalves
asking them what9kind of shell st is. Ask how thby knew
it was a bivalve. Point odt the hinge, the muscle scars, and
the differences in the outer and inner layers of the shell.
If some of the shells hai're a few byssal threads still,attached
to think about btti
to them; gb int theses out and lead childre
they might beusecrIn0 why they are important to Oe mussel.

.

4

With a photd' or otherIn
illustration or r best! - with a
freth, cold salt water, discuss
live mussel carefully
how a mussel feeds.° If you have a cooperative live animal,
show the children thk two round openings sin, the soft body
of the animal - one for pulling water in and the other.for
expelling iV By dropping a few chalk type particles near
the gapes shell,. y.416 might' be able to demonstrate the movement of water into and out of the animal'.
,

Be sure to, discuss with children the idea of shellfish
poisoning - whit causes it,-what it does., and the need for
caution in ,eating mussels which absorb the toxin much more
rapidly than do many other bivalves and thus can be especially poisonous,,

.

After the class discussion and a shared examination of
empty mussel shells, and, if possible, the live animal, disRead it with
tribute the worksheet on mussels to students.
students or help them as needed.
,

4?

AkITIONAL ACTIVITIES WITH MUSSLS
4

IN THE CLASSROOM

If a small mussel Can be detached andput
1. Science.
into a pan of sea water and left undisturbed for a
while, you may see it reach out its slender, specialized foot and attach a byssal thread, then reach back
to the gland that holds its own'brand of "epoxy" and
back again, deftly plaavig the anchoring threads.
(If this is done in class, the mussel must be kept in
fresh salt water and in a cool place'until you are

>-

A

9,

4.%
'

ready to look at it.
If wrapped in damp paper tower
and put in a pla6tic bag in the refrigerator,
a
mussel can be kept happily for several days.)

'2. If empty mps41 shells are available in abundance on
shores near you, consider saw of .the ideas for at
projects ok math activities suggested at the end of
this study guide and _use only mussel shells for them.
AT THE BEACH
1. Science.
Have students lobate same mussels. With
supervision, help them find sbme byssal threads,

hopefully no longer being used by the.mussel'that
put the* out. Have children try to p0.1 some of the
bold threads to see how strong they are.
2. Encourage studprts to think about where they find
mussels. Are they in patches on do they occur singly?
Are theyhigh orolow.in the intertidal zone. Look
closely at a mussel bed and see if there are other
kinds of animals living among the shells and byssal
threads.

ACTIVITY 3. SCALLOPS tPECTENS AND CHLAMYS)
Objective
;To, recognize a scallop - both the shell and the
soft animal and to 'Rhow how, it differs from other
bivalves,
\\
.

1
Teacher. Background

"Scallops"

This beautiful Bivalve is
,the qiassii shell used in art
and design,' (and by the (Shell
Oil Company) .

We have four or five scallbps in Alaska, but the shell
you are most apt to find is
(Chlamys Hindsii),
a rather small scallop. The right
valve is usually auite pink, and
the left valve white or faintly
(Color is variable - they.
pink.
may be orange, yellow

,

color.)

The valv
have wing-like
"ears." On Hin s' Scallop one
"ear" is much wider than the
other.

41,
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(Chlamys Hinds'

Hinds' Stal lop

.

10

In the live animal, the.
"ruffly" mantle, between
the two vakves, has a
row of tentacles.
The edge of the
mantle is bordered with tiny
shiny, bluegr'ben

.

Scallops'
swim by

clapping
their
shells
togetheor,

with a
sort of
"Jet Propulsion."

They filter microscopic food
from the
water.

Pecten Caurinus, called
the "Weathervane
Scallop", or""Giant
Pacific Scallop"'IS a
giant of a scallop.
They are in deep w ter

only, but if you ha ;aa
exhibit, thi
that someone wilr:Urely bring.
big, "showy"

1'
Maiterials:
- scallop shell
- slide or other

(

illustratiQn)APshowing

- worksheet on scallops

scallops

/

Procedure.

Using the background information given above and.any/
examples you can find, discdss scallops, their shape,their
characteristic eyes, and their behavior with the students.
Then share the worksheet with them.

r`

'

4.
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,ACTIVITY4.

COCKLES

"HEART COCKLE", "BASKET COCKLE"
)

Ob'ettives

-To recognie a cockle.
-To know how and where a cockle -lives.
Teachi6r Background'
qv.

"Cookie", 4eart cockle", and
"basket cockle" are all names for
Olinicardium cordis (rdost older
books will use
name Car-

qte cordis).
There are other cockles
Alaska, but/this is the
most common one..
Cockles are members
of the Clam family,
v and have both "hinge
teeth" and "hinge
You will fiAd cockle
shells of all sizes'
(ages).

The young speci- \_///

'mensare often very pret4

tily marked, many yellow, Ci'lict

with brown mottling inside7'q
The very tiny ones may'have a blue
color on the umbones.
The Umbo is the'oldest part of the
74
shell (valve).
Growth lines are
re
very easy to see on
cockles,.each,section
looking like a complete

umbo'

,

shell.

If you look at the umbp, you
will see the form of the
tiny cockle where the
shell started.
If the shell is not too
worn, the Cockles are
good for showing how
hinge teeth fit together.
41
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Matejiais:
-cockle shells
- worksheet, on cockles
Procedure.

Working. from shells and wit- the worksheet, examine the
u
Point out the umbo,
ridges
its shell with students.
e
cockle end
that make growth,rings (just like the annual rings visible in
Gross-sections of tree trunks), and the shape, texture and
color- of the -shell,

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES
.

COCKLES

AT THk BEACH
. Encourage chilaxen to lqok for cockles.
eithr'itying.' exposed on a
They may be found -aslive
sandy surface or buried benea*h the surface.
Science.4

1.

2. Science. tf you find a cockle at the bieach, place it
in a bucket,of cold sea water: If ygri are lucky, you
will see the cockle extdnd its large Muscular foot, a
foot that it uses to dig itself into the sand an that
it can use to throw itself over and over cartrwheel
style if it has been Tying on the surface and is approached by a'starfish tivit would like to eat it.
'

ACTIVITY 5.

CLAMS
pbjectiv..es

-To learn that there are many kinds of clams.
-To learn how they live and how they 'feed.
` ..To learn to recognize some of -the common, local
intertidal clams.

Teacher background

,

There are numerous species o clams on 1=daskan beachds.
What .follows is a brief descriptioi of some, ivt ndk all of them.
; 14.4t
Picture, much
reduced..

Like Mya trylCata, he

n&ee does get it all
inside.

20
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4.

5.

Tresus capex
(=Sch'Aethaei'us nuttallii

subsp. capex =Schizothaemus
2222

(
4

-not all books will
have 'the same name .

fbr this one

the shen gapes wider
at the end where V. gz

.

over the large sApoiru
(often called the clan
"neck")

ti

r
There are also several common
names (most used for other
clams as well) -

"Home Clam"

"Gaper°

"PacifiC Taper"

1
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Bedause they are deep in the sand, yoke will probably only see
old, surf-worn shells, but they are so big you can't, miss theii.

The valves and siphons are
covered with a paper-likg 14
skin, or
1::)t<
o sEr a.0 U.rel

truata
(truncated - copped off2)

------------

The long siph
'NA

Nom, truncates

look 14ce,a.
but
neck
really at
back - )
(posterio

is

sometimes called
"Blunt SoftShell Clam"

c\

end.

or

"Truncated
Mya"

4

0111 "

This clam's body i too big for
his shell - so the two
valves 1.1;.:ve a wide gap

They ar% quite
common on some
of our beaches.

and never do really
fit together. The two
valves are unequal - one
valve is always slightly longer
than the other.

When you' see the shells on the beach
they Look a little like tiny "Ceoducks"

IA

arenar4
4e

gIp

"Soft-Shell Clam"

Try

This Mya
has
Ck OtilLeo ',bore
very much like the Ilya truncates -

But it does not have the blunt, truncated end..

-cook

15

SaXidonas giganteu

.4)InC5t41 I '14."1"t'

"ter Clam", "Wa7shington
C am", "Smooth Washington
Since its common names are used
for & variety of other
clams, it might be a
good idea for the children
to call this clam by its
name, Saxidomus, which means
a rock house - giganteus,
which, of course, means'large.

Saxidsmus has a very heavy,
external hinge ligament,*
leather-like and rather
rounded, which becomes brittl
when old and dry.

+41

(Qv

kmsd.
1194'erl-t
ScarS
ks)

6-,c440A-6-c'
t&ScJe.
This is one of the
larger, and more coripon
shells to be seen, often
old and weatkrered", on our

-,beachgs: The shells, being
heavy, survive t'he wearing
action of rocks and tide better
than do:the more fragile ones.

The old s'h'blis are quite chalky, often
with growth lines, teeth, etc., worn

With matching valves,
Saxidomus has good hinge
teeth to fit together
(if the shell is not too
old and worn).

off.

Saxidomus may grow to five inches. The
shells illustrated are rather
small ones,.

46,
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Protoi-Eica staminea

(= Paphia staminea in older texts

"Steamer Glaze,
"Little Neck"

Protothaqa is fairly
abundant in our area.
They are said to
take about ten
,4
years to reach
full size. You
will find "adult"
animals as small as
one Inch.
Young specimens sometimes have zigzag markings, The ,Siphons ("necks")
are very short, so Protothaca is never-very deep in the sand. The valves
are thick and strong. The hinge- ligament is external, and the hinge teeth
excellent for showing how hinge teeth interlock.
are distinct,

f
vi

I

Macoma inconspicua (Very like, and possibly
not distinct from, the,Atlantic Coast
Macoma balthica, - at 1eayst so classed
/
in some books.)
.

"Little Pink Clam", "Inconspiokious Macoma",

These are the lovely little pink shells, so common on our
beaches. -Possibly they are 'inconspicuous" farther south,
where they are sun-bleached,to white, but here they are usually
rose-pink, (sometimes,yellow). They do tend to fade when old and dry.
Rubbing them lightly with a bit of baby oil, or mineral oil, will help too
keep the Sricht color, without raking then unsuitable for a "scientific"
collection, kas laquer,or plastic finish would).
Since the tiny clam is not strong enough to dig very deeply into the mud
or sand., the live ones are quite. near the surface.

4o.

You will find other small white clams, not so
easily recognized as the other
shells illustrated, - but
unmistakably Clams.
en et(

res a.

Benk ..116S

;Yu-5
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4

Bankia setacea
IF

.

("Northwest Shipworm", "(Pacific Shipworm")

Called 7Shipworm" because of its long, worm-like body, Bankia is really a Clam's
It is our,m0st common mood borer. When young, it settles on wood, such as a
submeirged log, or a woodenaboat, (The, were named 1:shipworms" back in the days
when bi ships sere built Of wood), and starts boring a hole with its two small
shells (valves). The rent pf its life it keeps working at its burroK, which
gets,larger as the, clam gets larger, and longer and more wor*flilisaJNI may
grow 'c) be three feet long. It lines its'burrow with a shell-likri!nin& as w
it goes.
--IeL

Its food is plankton, brought in by the water, though it may get some ni14ftLtion
. from the wood it eats, as it cuts its burrow,
4

z

.

Ftr

Look at an old log on the beach.
You will probably find old tunnels made
.____'''
byi shipworms.
Some will still have the shell-like lining.
,

S metimes other small clams (e.g.
"home".

Saxicava) will use the old burros as a

.

Alaska has other borers who grind holes or tunnels in rock, but we are not
at to see their burrows.
.

* * * * * * * * J* *
I

1

1

9

Hiatella arctica
("Arctic Saxicava")
k

Quite common .on our beaches,- this clam
is abie to survive being brought into
the classroom for observation.
(He
should have some sand or mud in the
pan, as well as salt water:)

18

Materials;
-clam shells
14worktheets
Procedure.

,

.

In sttlyipg any marine, animals, the real place to study
hem is where they live - at the shore.* It helps, however,
to familiarize students ,with the animals, what'tHby look like
and where they live before making a field trip, So,-using the
above background information, available specimens and worksheets, lead students to a basic familiarity with clams and
their differences.

ADDITIONAL,ACTIVITIES.' CLAMS
I. Science. Either-at the, beach or in the classroom,
place a live clam in a bucket of fresh, cold sea water
and watch to see if it extends its foot or its siphon.
_Introduce a few small particles to the water and see f
they are drawn into the clam through the incurrent

Make clam Chowder! (with canned clams, to avoid
Paral' tic Shellfish Poisoning.)
This is to provide a cooking experience and a "taste
eat." HaVe the children bring the equipment and
ingredients and do the planning with them. Write the
'recipe on chart paper and provide a readirig experience.

2: Cooking..

Equipment:

big pot
hot plate
stirring spoon
servings bowls/cups
measuring' spoons
3

Ingredients:

Quantities are an estimate only; feel free
to add or delete.
t

onions, 2-3 medium
Milk, 2 gallons,
flour, 4 tablespoons
salt and pepper

clams, 2-4' cans

bacon, 10 slices
potatoes, 6-8 large
celery, 6 stalks
Directions:

spoons
pot to cook potatoes'S.
cutting knife
potato peeler
ladle to serve

"

-

1. CIA bacon into chunks,, cook slowly in.pot, then'remove.

2. Chop onion and celery, saute in "bacon drippings" til
tender.
little,
3. cook potatoes separately in a pot of water...(as
water
and
as possible without burning dry--fenlaining
Dice after cooking.
vitamins wily go into chowderl.

14

G

4.
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4. In'big pot, add 4 tablespoons ?lour to onion and
celery mixture,

At

5. Retutri bacon t4t5e pot add clams, m ilk, leftover
potato w<Ater,tiookdd pojatoes diced, and salt and
pepper to taste.

gerve in bowls.
Have cracers'too if you w ant.
3. Math, matching activities using dead, empty shells.
AT THE BEACH

r

1. Science.

.

,

,.;

4.

Bivalves such as clams that burrow into the
sand or-mud, must extend their siphons up to the surl
face to feed. Encourage students to walk over sandy
or muddy areas of the beach carefully, looking for
siphon tips and their holes is they go. If they find
a small hole in the sand, or see a siphon stacking up,
the pressure of a foot near the holgrwill cause the
animal to retract its sip n and as it does so, the
water that was in the sipir
on will squirt upward /sometimes like a fountain. After observing this, dig
/carefully to see if you can uncover the clam. If you
are successful, examine it, decide what clam it is
if you can,
hen - unless you want to put it in k
bucket of saltliwater toobserve it for a while r put
it back in .its hole and cover - it once again.
4

2. Science. See hoi..T many different kinds of c).ams students can find.
Encourage them to think about where
they find them, whether they are dead or alive. In
general, help students realize where these animals,
live and what they must have ifs order to survive.
tUni-r3.

UNIVALVES-I

Objectives
To 'learn what a univalve is.
- To know how and where a'univalve usually lives.
- To be able to recognize a number.of.local species of
univ
es.

ACTIVITY 1.

WHAT IS A UNIVALVE?:

Objective

-To understand the shape of a univalve and the
vocabulary used to descr44 it.
4

27

Univalves

20

Gastropods: In the gastropods the shell is single (uniBut sometimes, it is
valve), and is usually spiral,
nearly flat, or a simple cone, as in limpets.
,

A

The name Gastropod means "stomach foot", the main
part of the body being the foot,
on and with which the animal
64oeyfave

travels,

The Limpet does tot nee(
he just
an operculum;
pulls down and hangs on

optrculuvpi

the Snails (whelks, periwinkles, etc.),
on the rear of the foot, (what looks
fowl./
like his "tail") is attached the
operculum, which the snail uses as a
door to close the entrance to the shell when he

drawback into his shell.
Most gastropods have heads, tentacles ("feelers"),
and eyes, as well as internal organs similar to
.a clam's, arranged to fit the contour of the shell,

Some gas+ropods also
have siphons to draw
in water.

The periostracum, (epidermis, or outer skin), may
be .laquer-like, very thin - like a wash of color -,
velvety, or even hairy or bristly (as in the
Tritons).
The Radula
is a long,
file-like
tongue in
the mouth of
,

"The shape of the
operculum will,
of , course, depend
.
on'the shape of the opening
to be closed. Some are paper,

many gastropods, used by
some to drill holes - into
other creatures - and by
some to scrape up microscopic plant food from
rocks, etc.
C)

thidind someare very thick
and horny.

23

Materials:

loster on univalves
-worksheet on univalves
Procedure.

Using the poster discuss with students the shape and parts
Early in the discussion ask students to think
of a univalve.
about the word "univalve." Already having learned about bivalves, they should be able to guess at the meaning of the word.
After they understand that a univalve is a shelled animal with.
only one part or valve to its hard, protective covering, ask
Include
them to think of other words with the prefax "uni-."
such words as:
unilingual
unique
unit
united
universe

unicorn
unicolor
unicameral
uribycle
uniform
unification

Discuss the meaning of each word and tte use of the prefix in
each one.

Looking at_th4,pog(er, point out to students the labeled,
Explain that internally the uniimportant parts of the shell.
valve has many of the same structures found in a bivalve, but
that.they are twisted ipto the spiral shell. Externally the
univalve has tentacles Jand eyes, both of which the bivalve lacks.
univalves, helpAfter the discussion, pass out the worksheet
ing students with it as needed, then adding it ,to each students
cumulative folder.

ACTIVITY 2.
1

MOON-SNAILS

Objectives
-To learn the shape, size, and color of this snail.
-To learn where and how it lives, and how it lays its
eggs.

Materials:
moon snail shell or photo/illustration of i.t
worksheet
.

Procedure.

r

Use available materials an
students learn to recogniz th'
our beaches if they are lucky.

appropriate worksheet to help
shell which they will find on

2D

'g

Moon Stailt

22

Natica clause

aid

Lunatia pallida
"Pale Northern Moon Snail"

"Arctic Natica", "Moon Snail"

Natica, most often seen here, has a light
brown, smooth PeriostrabuthOhough
beach worn shells may be white.
Moon snails are often used
by Hermit Crabs, when they
'outgrow the periwinkles "Wand

margarites.'

Moon snills have an extremely
large foot and
Bantle, which, when:
spread out, is much,
larger than the
shell. However', the
moon snail is able to
pull all this oversize body
back inside the shell.

NAIica clause, or
"Arctic Natica"

"Sand col ar" or egg case

Sometimes the perfectly round holes you ee in clan shells
The moon snail
are made by the radula of a moon snail.
On
clams
and other
is a carnivore (meat eater), feeding
creatures.

Lunatia pallida
"Pale Northern Moon
Snail"

t

The "sand collar" is the egg case of the noon snail. rt is large, more or
.less in the shape of the snail's expanded body, and looks sorething like
a "plumber's friend" (rubber suction cup). The e7gs are held together
by a gelatinous "glue", encrusted with sand or fille crushed shell. "'he
texture will vary with the beech.)
Whelks
(=,Thais

Nucella lamellosa

These are extremely variable, some shells with fla.x.i,g, frilled sculpture, and some
quite smooth,and heavy. They also have 'a varrety of colors and markings. There
are almbst as many* common names as forms! 0

"Wrinkled Thais"
"Frilled Dogwinkle"
'Wrinkled Purple"

(Purple for the dye made from the crushed
shell, not the color. of the shell, ithelf.
The "whelks" are some of our_most
decorative univalies. We have a number
of sm)a whelk-like snails

which may be difficat
to tell apart.
called
"wheat grains"
or
"sea oats"

4111

/IN

4%7
Egg cases of the
(-2m

enus

Nucella lamellosa
Thais lamellosa)
Members of the Thais
family are also carnivore:
feeding on bivalves by drillir
ey, holes and'suckirgout the soft

00 bodies.

AcTiviTy 3.

WHELKS

(THAIS LAELLOSA)

ObjectiVes
-To learn that not all shells of the same kind
look

-To learn the variations in one kind of shell
and,to be able to know the shell when it is seen.
Materials:
- a number of shells of the snail Thais lamellosa, including
ones that show considerable variation from each other
(these may be included ip A permanent class collection or
may be observed as live shells during the field trip)
-worksheet
Procedure.

,

Point out to studenti as they examine these shells or illustative material that just like people are all individua4
and differ in appearance fkom one shell to the nest, so can `
shells.
Prepare students to look for this when they are at
the beaoh; ask them to see how many "differedt" colored or
frilled Thais shells they can find.
When discussing this particular univalve, remind, students
that many marine animals don't have common, easy-to-say and
Thais lamellosa is one of these
easy -to- remember names.
and students may find it fun to learn its 91ntific name:

ACTIVITY 4. &my TRITON
Objective

-To learn to recog4ze one of the large, common
Alaskan univalves.'
Teacher Background
10

The hairy triton ocFurs with some frequency on Alaskan
1,
beaches and students may well find them, during the field trip.
Their shell is extremely' delicate and is a light pink color.
It is covered with a brownrperiostracum that has many ttiff,
bristle-like projections on it.
Materials:
- worksheet

-shell specimens if available
PrOcedure.

The workshet is, hopefully, self-contained and selfexplanatory.

Help students with it as peededN;

31
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ACTIVITY 5,

LIMPETS
Ob'ectives'.

-To recognize that a limpet.is a univalve even if it
doesn't have an apparent spiral to its shell.
-To learn to recognize limpets, to know where to look
for them, and to understand- how they feed.
Teacher Background
Acmaea and
Collisella species

4A'

"Limpets"
"Chinaman's Hats"

Acmaea mitra

"Whinp-17.5liet

,Because most Limpets
are extremely variable, it is s-usually

-difficult to tell the
species apart.
Limpets are veg- etarian, "grazing"
on algae.
We'have several species,
(and maybe hybrids!).

They are common on rocks - where they "cling
like, a limpet."

Tiny ones
are ofteli

"Keyhole LimpOr
Diodora aspera

Materials:

seen on
eelgrass
and
seaweed.

A'

- limpets to examkne

- worksheets on limpets'
Procedure.

Most stpdents will already be familiar with 1161pets. Stress
with,them that they are a kind of univalve. When examining live
limpets At the shore,, show students the tiny, slit-like mouth on
'the underside of the soft animeil and explain how limpets use a
radula to scrape algae off the 'rocks., Use the worksheet on limpets.

25

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES.

AT THE BEACH

-rNc-7.
.

1. 'Science.

Limpets can move surprisingly fast.
experiment.

Try this.

Materials:
chalk
When you arrive with your students at the beach, look
for limpets that are high in the intertidal zone - ope
spjecies lives on large rocks almost at the upper tide
limit." If you find some, draw a chalk circle around
several on different rocks or in different locations.
At the same time make a chalk mark-on the shellof the
limpet.
1
.

After an int
limpet area an

val - perhaps an hour
return to the.
check to see if the marked limpets
haire moved.
you wish, calculate their rate of
travel.
Note the direction of travel too - many limpets feed at ight and mdkie to the undersides of rocks
during the da time.

ACTIVITY 6.

OTHER UNIVALVES,

Teacher Background
In addition to the univalves already mentioned, several
others may be found on local beaches. Here is information on
some of them. You may want to study them in
the classroom with yAour students.
Be sure
to point out any yod find when you are at
the shore, noting s..,Dfre they occur, what

they look like and how they behave.
A large shell you- may find
is Neptunea lyrata.

These shells are bften used
as homes by really large hermit crabs.

r

.

Neptunea lyrata
"Northwest Neptune"'
"Lyrate Neptune"
"Neptune Whelk"

33
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c'
kmaea and

likr44:,:nk

body

Oollisellaspecies
foot

"LIMPets".
"Chinaman's Hats"

-Foot 7

Acraea ritra

"White Cap Limpet

Because most Limpets are
extremely variable,
it is usually

u r.,c1

stole

difficu.lt to tell
the species apart,

Limpets are vegetarian, "grazing"
on algae.

We have several species,'
(and maybe tlybrids!).

They are common on rocks - where they Ptling dike
11)

ti

Tiny on'

are often
-seen on

eelgras!

"Keyhole Limpet"
Diodora aszera

and
Seaw,

Chitons
Chitons are neither "bivalves" or ",univalves".

They have eight valves, or plates.

Our two'largest Chitons, the "Black Katy Chiton" and the huge "Sure Boots" have
long been used for food by the Southeast Alaska Indians,

Sone are called
"Sea Cradles

The bl &ck, leather-like
girdle often grows
well up on the
plates of a

CrYptochitor stelleri

I

Katy Chien.

girdle

A

ti-

The 8 plates are
there, but hidden by
the girdle, which
completely covers
them, The name Cryptochiton stelleri is from Cryptic - hidden and the sane Steller as

If removed
from the
rock, they

Tonicella
lineata -

"Lined Chiton " -

the Jays are nand fOr

0.

r

one of our more
beautiful Chitons.

4

1. t

5

I

Katharine tl?,nicata

12 Natural size

"Black Katy Chiton"
foot
underside
Am.

curl up 111.
an armadill'

04
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The Little Snails - "Maigarites", "Top
snails", "Chink-Shells", "Periwinkles"
These snails live-0n plants, mostly algae too Small
for us to see except as a green.color on rocks
and shells which they scrape off with their
Radulas.
Margarites pupillus
Margarites pupillus
Snail"

(Margarites- - pearl
doll-like)

"Margarite" or "Pearly

One of the very pretty ones, the "Puppet
Margarite" is pinkish when wet,:and
pink or bluish iridescent inside.
(When looking at shells in the classroom, keeping them ih a dish of water
will revive the pink color.)
It_uses the round operculum to keep in
moisture - and keep,out enemies.
Lacuna porrecta - "Wide-Chink Shell"

pupillus

Lacuna
porrecta

f

"Wide-Chink"

(both snail
and egg cases drawn
slightly larger than
life)

This is a very small, smooth snail, usually dark brown.
You might not notice it, but you will notice its egg cases They
look like tiny yellow doughnuts:
( Sometimes light green). Ydu
will find them on seaweed.
If you look at them with a hand lens
(magnifying glass), you can see many tiny dots, which are the
eggs, inside the round, jelly-like egg cases.
%ittorina sitkana

"Sitka Periwinkle"

The Sitka Periwinkle comes in a variety of colors and markings,
often dark brown, sometimes with orange or gold bands.
Intertidal snails, Periwinkles are found
high up on the beach - on rocks, pilings,
driftwood, or seaweed.
If the sun becomes too
warm when the tide is Out, they can close their
operculums and crawl down under the moist seaweed.
.

Periwinkles not only can stay out of watdr fox a
long time;
they need to be out of the water
part of the time (being something between a
sea-creature and a land-creature). The Littorines are able to spend about half their time out
of water:-.,

1

Littorina sitkana
"Sitka Periwinkle"
"Sitka Littorine"

or

If you have them in a pan;of water, you will notlxe that they
climb up the side - and sometimes right on'out:
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Unit 4.

CHITON$j
Objectives
-To understand *hat a chiton cis.
-To,be able to recognize a number of local species,
-To know how and where a chiton usually lives.

ACTIVITY 1,

WHAT IS A CHIT0N?
gbjectives
,
- To learn what a chiton looks like.
- ro be able to distinguish between several kinds

of chitons.
Materials:

-postertn chitons
-worksheets,
-additional illustrative material as available (slides,
specimens).

Procedure.

Using the poster, tell children that a'chiton - like
is a kind of mollusc. See if t1ey can
bivalves and snails
figure out virkt the three kinds of animals have in common
(external/shal, soft body; chitons like snails and many bivalves ha*e a large, muscular foot). Have someone count the
number of plates, or parts tp.the shell, on a chiton and make
it clear that chitons ALWAYS have eight plates on the back of
but sometimes they may be partially or completely
the animal
'hidden from views
Talk with the chilaren about the shape of the chiton and
how it differs from that of bivalves and univalves. Lead them
to put forth ideas about the kind of life to which a chiton
might be best adapted. Ask children if they have seen chitons
at the beach and if so where they have found them. Bring the
discussion to the idea that chitons are well 'suited for living,
on rocks. in the intertidal zone wheie sometimes there are
strong waves. With their flexibility and .low profile, they
can cling tightly to rocks and offer little resistance to
waves that might otherwise sweep them away.
Ntr,

Point,but to children that some kindsof chitons, notably
gumboots and the black chitonA.Fatherina tunicata, have long
been valued by Alaska natives as food.
After completing the class(discusiion, pas s out the worksheet on chitons and have students complete it with whatever
teacher help is required.

33
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ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES -'MOLLUSKS IN GENERAL
While some activities are appropriate to theestudy of
specific bivalves or univalves, many more can be incorporated
into the unit in a more general way , either because they involve mor0 than one kind of shell or because they enhance the
general conoepts and attitudes involved in a study of life in
the sea.
.

'ft

Following are suggestions for many activities that can be
used in endless ways to enhance and enliven your classroom.
study of thg sea.

"1

4,

7
J

,
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Acti40.ties":
I:

Science
A.

Shell Exploration:
The following activities can be done with
Have magnifyidg glasses available.
1.

(Remind students
Find 3 different kinds of bivalves.
that the shells are "valves" and "bi" means 2).

2.

Find 2 or morealves.

3.

Find 3 kinds of clams.

4.

Trace around the largest clam you can find, the smallest.

5.

Find an old shell that has been used (or is being used)
(not the origrnal owner).
by some other creature.
Who

6.

Find a shell that has a round hole drilled in it.
may have made it?

7.

Find a shell that' has teeth that fit together like a
hinge..

,

(

8.

Find a shell that looks like a valentine (heart) when the
two halves fit together.

9.

Find some shells (or other creatures' "home") that look
crowded.

10.

Feel the different shells, rub the gently.
Are they smooth? rough' ridged'1'grooved?

11. 'Explore the different ghapes and sizes by tracing around
the shells.
12.

13.

Group the' shells into different piles and explain WHY he
Color? Size? Shape?
chose such piles.

Have a pile of bivalve shells that are separated, group
the shells into matching pairs.

gr

3s

'
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Activities:
I.

Science (cont'a)
B.

Bring in a bucket or large. pan with "live" shells and creature:
in their salt water invironment or "habitat".
WARNING -

1.

All these creatures are cold cater creatures and
They should be
cannot survive in-hot classrooms.
returned to the sea at the end of 'the day or kept
in a cool place with new sea water added.

Observe:
a.

What makes the creature "alive"'

b:

What objects are not "alive""

c.

How do the creatures move?

.d.

'Look for the different "parts' of the living
creatures..

e.

Watch a snail t'periwinkle etc.) pull in its foot
and close the dolor with the operculum.

I/41) If there are barnacles, observe'them feeding
.

C.

"Sink and Float" Center

Collect objects for children to test whether whey will sink
Have a large pan of water to test the objets
or float.

,..
.0' oge

Example of objects:

piece of driftwood
wooden spoon
rock
shell

Mink of clay
leaf
scissors
pencils
eraser
cellophane

0°*--\\

piece of paper
cork

rock with barnacles
feather
seaweed Pr
glass
bark
string
foil

empty can

Have the students record their findings.
D.

Make a shell exhibit to share with the entire school.

E.

Shell-Word Match Game. Have, shells and cards with the names and
have students pair them. Examples. mussel, clam, scallop, cockle,
pink clam, whelk, limpet, barnacle.
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Activities:

II. Language Arts
A.

Reading
1. Books
a.

Swimmy by Leo Lionni
Pantheon
.

Good Story, illustrations could be used to motivate
finger painting with ah underwater theme.

b. Shore Story by Taro Yashima
Viking
A Japanese legend.

I
c.

Pagoo by Holling C. Holling
Houghton Mifflin
Fantastic illustrations! A sea wee) classic,
has been made into a movie.

d.

The Little Island by Golden McDonald

e.

Hide and Seek Fog by Alvin Tresselt

f.

Houses from the Sea by Alice E. GoUday
Scribner
Well written, mentions some shells found on our beaches.

g

h.

Charlie Brown's Super Book of Questions and Answers
Scholastic Book Services - Has a section on "Animals
with No Bones" and discusses shells.

Charlie Brown's Super Book of Things to Do and Collet
Random House - Has a section on collecting shells and
several accompanying activities.

A

4.
^41

40
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Activities:

4

Language Arts (cont'd)
4

I

2.r, Vocabulary, Development

P
a.

Discuss bivalve and univalve and their meanin4,
and what the prefixes bi and um mean.
Make words
lists of "bi" words and "uni" words.
Possible words are:
biannual
biennial
bicameral
bicentennial
bicycle

o

unicorn

Pk

f.

unicameral
unicycle

bi focal

uni ficat ion

bilingual
bimanual
biweekly
bimonthly

unilingual
unique
unit
united
universe

binocul ars

I

4

uni color
uni form

4.4

bipolar
S.

1-.p.

B.

Make 'Sea -Week bookmarks

6

Make a scrapbook of sea oriented pictures, write captions
underneath. Share them wi,eth one another.,

Creative writing
I.

Story starters:
le,

enly,before my eyes, the seashell began to grow.
dog began barking fiercely at the strange creatu
that was floating towards shore.
I was beachcombing one foggy afternoon and suddenly bumped
into

The frothy wave leaped up, onto the dock and carried me
away ,on, its crest.

I always thought sea monsters were make believe until....

41
44.

K
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Activities:
II.

Language Atts (cont'd)

1.

Story Starters (Cont'd)

I was slowly opening the clam shell and to my great
4azement discovered....
I was wiggling my toes in the sand, my foot.struck
something strange.
As

.IP

I was studying this bivalve shell, when it suddenly
moved its two halves and said....
I was exploring a beach one relay afternoon when I
suddenly began to shrink! Soon I was the size of a
periwinkle.
find the inside of a univalve shell the most
I
wonderful home because....
2.

Writing Cinquain - simple 5 -line poems

Line One - a noun (person, place, or thing)
One Word
.Line Two - 2 adjectives that tell about the noun
Separate adjectives with commas

Line Three

3 verbs that tell what the noun does
Separate verbs with climes

Line Four - a short phrase about the noun
Line Five - repeat the noun or write a synonym
Example:

a

Seashore
Sandy, stormy
Rests, storms, splashes
Changes with the ocean
Seashore

Write several as a class or work in small groups.
Cinquain is fun to write and second graders can
do it successfully.
ting "Tongue twisters''
She sells seashell's by the seashore.

42
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Activities:
II.

Language Arts (Cont'd)
C.

Poetry - Have the hems on ch7a7rt paper, read them to the
class, have the children read them orally. Have the children memorize parts, or all of a poem, this will aid in articulation and verbalization.

Have the children act out parts o a poem.
the eyes and the ears and the nose..."
Have the children illustrate a poem.

"At the Seashore"

Aileen Fisher

Waves have fingers'
Without a hand,

Fingersetretching
Across the sand,
Strewing shells
On the hard wet shore,
Then drawing back
To bring some more

Oen We Were Very Young

A.A. Milne

(Excerpt from "Sand- Between -The- Toes"

I went down to the shouting sea,
Taking Christopher down with me,
For Nurse had given us sixpence eachAnd down we went to the beach.

We had sand in the.eyes and
the ears and the nose,,
And sand in thaNhair, and
sand-between-the-toes.
Whenever a good nor'wester Wows,
Christopher is certain of
Sand-between-the-toes.

e.g

e.g. "sand in

"The Sea Princess"

36

Activities:
II.

Language Arts {Cont'd)

"The Eagle"

F

by Alfred Tennyson

He clasps the crag with
crooked hands;
Close to the tun in lonely
lands,

Ringed with the azure world,
he stands.

The wrinkled sea beneath
him crawls,
He watches fret his
mountain walls,
And like a thunderbolt
he falls.

_

4

"The'Sea Princess"

by Katherine Pile

,m The Sound of Poetry

- Allyn & Bacon

17
shining sea-heed,
Set roupd with twisted shells,
Under the deeps of the ocean,
; The little sea princess dwells.
In

r,garden

SomAimes she sees the shadow
Of a great whale passing by,
Or a white-winged vessel Sgling
Between the sea and sky.

r5

Without the palace, her sea horse
Feeds in his crystal stall,
fishes, with scales that glisten,
An
me leaping forth at her call.

And when the day has faded
From over the lonesome deep;
In a shell.as smooth as satin
The princess is rocked to sleep,
'1/4

4
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Activities:
II,

Language Arts (Cont'd)

"Treasures"
I

by Mary Dixon Thayer

frori The Sound of Poetry

- Al ljcn

Bacon

S
Down on the beach when the tide is out
things lie all about-Rubi
d diamonds and shells and pearls,
Starfish, oysters, and mermaid's curls,
Slabs of black marble cut in the sand,
Veined and smoothed and polished by hand,
And whipped-up foam that I think must4be
Khat mermen use for cream in tea.
These and a million treaures I know
Strew the beach when the tide is low- But very few people seem to care
For such gems scattered everywhere.
Lots of these 3ewels I hide away '
In an old box I found one day.
And if a beggar asks me for bread
I will give him diamonds instead,

Nota:

It doesn't always have to rhyme'

"A Fishy Square Dance"

by Lve Merriam

Tuna turn,
flouider round,
cuttlefish,ap,
halibut hold;

finnan haddie,
skate and fluke,
eel and sole,
shad and roe,

-clam and salmon

haddock, heiring,
hake, squid, pike:
cod promenade
and lobster roll!

trout abo4,
terrapin,Mb
shrimp dip in;
forward swordfish,
mackerel back,
dace to the left,
ide to the right;
gallop scallop,
mussel perch,
grunnion run,
bass on down;

45'
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Activities:
.

II.

Language Arts (Cont'd)

"At The.S?d-Side"

by Robert Louis Stevenson

When I was down beside the sea
A wooden spade they gave .to me
To dig the sandy shore.
It holes were empty like a cup.
In every hole the sea came up,
Till it could come no more.

Don't You Turn Back - Poems by Langston Hughes

"Long Trip"

The sea is a wilderness of waves,
A desert of water.
We dip and dive,
Rise and roll,
4
Hide and are hidden
On the sea.
Day, night,
.

Night,day,
The sea Isla desert of waves,
A wilderneis of water.
"Sea Calm"
How still,
How strangely still
The water is today.
It is not good
For water
To be ao still that way.

Haiku: The Mood of the Earth by Ann Atwood
Charles Scribner's Sons

Beautiful accompanying photographs!!!!

nk page of sand- e water's. cutting edge
t e pattern, shaping.
A b
at

in acreature's shell
flaihing in waves of sunlight
the waking of wings!

4

2
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Activities:

U.

Language Arts (Cont'd)
C.

Poetry -)laiku:

`Half mocking the sea
the gulls dip within reach of
each exploding wave.

IF

Ebb tide at sunaown.
Now clouds of foam no longer.
blur the bright mirror.

On wood returning
from a long sea Journey
the deepest print of waves.

Sea rocks blown with fog...
Time locked in mist
long long forgotten

Cold lick of the sea...
The birds fleeing from it
the grass flowing with it.

r

I

1.
40
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Activities:
III.

Math
A.

,

"Going Beachcombing"
Adapt to meet your particular math needs.
Gape
./

B.

Man;puiative activities
Hav6 a collection of I0-15,,Alfferent sized shql...q.
1.

Wrap string around widest part, then measure length
ofilstring.

2.

Trace around each shell, then measure width or length.

3.

Gaunt the rings on the.clam shells, compares,numbers.

4.

Graph number of bivalves and univalves.

.41

5.

If you have a simple scale, weigh the different sized
shells.

N,

;

J

I

a

tor'
I
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Actiii ties:,

-IV. Pantomime
if pantomime is new to your clAss, do some "warm up" exercises
like:.
.

1

-grow from a seed to a flower
-wave good-bye to your best friend
-wave good-bye to.,sompone you dislike, tit be polite
-melt slowly like an iceberg stn the sun
-read a sad book
-look in a mirror (your partner mirrors your actions)
-climb a ladder -y

Am-

I

0
-open a
/7
package of seeds
can of paint
umbrella
Chinese fortune cookie
jar of glue
letter
bottle of catsup

I

-exerpts from Getting It Together 41th Boo ks
bye Caroline Feller Bauer.

-there are more panteime ideas in it and
your school library has a copy

Sea Week pantomare suggestions:

.

-You are a seagull swooping over the sea.
-You are a save rolling onto the beach.
- You Ire a fish caught on the end of a fishing line.
,-You are a crab scurrying across the sand.
-You pre an eagle.
(Read "The Eagle" by Alfred Tennyson first.)
-You are going wading in the ocean and a crab hooks onto your
big toe.
You are building a sand cettle.
N.>

(This list is only a beginning, add youf ideas to it).
1
A

e

40,
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Activities:

IL

Audio-Visual

Have a filmstrip center, children view the filmstrip and
then do a correlated activity.
A question sheet on opitents of filmstrip.

Eg.

.

.

Draw a picture of something learned from the
filmstrip and label or write about it.
Make a list of 3 amazing things that were in the
filmstrip.

After everyone has viewed.the filmstrip., discuss it

42
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Activities:
VI.

Children should be encouraged to see the beauty of
the shells as they are.

Art

A.

Wall mural using paints or crayons or both:
A mural using "mixed media", real shells on a painted
seashore., real sand, etc.
securely.

White glue' will hold items

B.

Make mini-aquarium using meat tray or paper plater creating
sea life out of construction paper, then covering it with
cellophane wrap.

C.

Make an underwater scene using a crayon resist technique.
Draw picture with crayons, then "wash" it with blue or
or aqua 'watercolor or thin tempera paint.

D.

Make a beach or sea diorama in a shoe box. Make crab,
octopus and shell to put into the diorama.
(Make a
ditto and run off on appropriate colored paper)

E.

Sketch shells and live creatures in a sea water habitat.
Will aid in observation skills.

F

Activities using shells.

.

1.

From The Beachcomber'soBook by Bernice Kohn
a.

b.
L.

d.

2.

a.

c.

d,

e.
f,

Make
Make
Mdke
Make
Make
Make

Impre54Ton
H.

a wind chime
shell flowers
shell animals
a shell mobile

From Snips and Snails and Walnut Whales by P. Flarotta

b.

I.

Make
Make
Make
Make

a
a
a
a
a
a

Shell necklace and pin
"SloWpoke Turtle"
"Butterfly Mobile"
picture frame
collage box
shell comb

df shells in clay

Beach moalc, could use a piece of driftwood as a base

4.

r

I
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Field Trip
I.

Activities at the beach

6,

Locate shells and other creatures in their actual habitat.
Make a booklet to take to the beach to serve, as a check(Pages you could possibly, use are includeld.)
list.

Make shell imprints in the wet sand,
C. - Bring newsprint and crayons and do beach rubbings
D.

Have ascavenger hunt.
1.

2.
3.
4.,

5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

11.

12.

L.

Possible items to have on list.
13.
14.

5 gum wrappers
pop can flip lids
bottle caps
a feather
shed bark
dandelion
black pebble
piece of foil
round pebble
empty cans
cellophane
string

wire
broken glass (be carefult)

1S. 'Atte pebble
piece of newspaper
16.
17.

18.

'19.
20,
21.
22.
23''."

24.
23.

matchbook
quartz
cigarette package
small twig
clam shell
shell with barnacle
mussel
leaf
.

seaked

Map Work
1.

Make a simple map of the beach'you are going to. After
arriving have the students add features and write a
legend to explain their additions.

OR
2.

Make a map after you've arrived at the beach.

52
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Field Trip (C9nt'd)
t

II.

Activities after your field trip
A.

"Language experience" type story. Eath child gives
a sentence telling of his day at the beach and the
teacher reeords:it on chart paper.

B.

Each child writes his own story about the field trip.
He could illustrate it.

C.

Go over booklets with students and see how successful
the "searchers" were.

D.

Do any of the Science activities again. The activities
may be more meaningful after the beach experience.

0-7

1
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TEACHER INFORMATION
FOR

SEA WEEK CURRICULUM MATERIALS
I

2nd GRADE

,

Contents and/pr Use

Name of Sea Week Materials
r

ma

,1. MOLLUSKS
Worksheet # 1A - Mollusks

Reading

WOrksheet # 1B - Mollusks

Vocabulary Building

Worksheet # 2
Worksheet # 2A

Reading

- Gastropod'

Reading

Cephalopoda

Worksheet # 3
.

- Chiton

Reading, Coloring

Worksheet # 4

- Chiton

Reading, Coloring

Worksheet # 5

- Review

Matching

-

Worksheet # 6A - Mollusks - review, tp
accompany #6B
Vocabulary Review,(Identify and

Worksheet # 6B - Mollusks

Color).

2. UNIVALVES
Worksheet # lA

Labeling

Untvavles

Worksheet # 1B - Univalve'Vocabulany

Vocabulary Building

'Worksheet # 2

- How Do Univalves Eat?

Reading

Worksheet # 3

- Moon SnacT,.:

Reading

Worksheet # 4

- Sand Collar

Worksileet, # 5 .Whelks

.

Reading

,Reading, Coloring
104

Worksheet' # 6' - Hainylriton

Reading, Coloring

Worksheets # 7

- Hairy Triton

Reading,' Coloring

Worksheet # 8

- Limpets

Reading
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t7
2nd GRADE

\

Name pf Sea Week Materials"

tents

and/or Use
It%

Worksheet #

446 '

Reading, Fill in Words

- Lippets.

3110441iALVES

Worksheet 0 lA - Bivalve.

.

Vocabulary
Vocabulary

Worksheet 0

Readi ng

, Worksheet # 2

/How do Clams Eat

Reading

Worksheet '# 3

- Bi val ves

Reading, Coloring

Worksheet, # 4

- Bi va) yes

Di agram

.

Reading

Worksheet # 5A - Parts of a Bivalve
Worksheet # 5B - Parts of a Bivalve,
with #5A.

o ger

Followiri rections , Coloring

467

Worksheet # 6
t+ Workstypet #'7

-

Blue Mussels

- What Do Mussels, Eat?

Readi ng

Readi ng, Compreheo ion
lor

War(sheet # 8

Scallops

Comprehension, Coloring

Worksheet # 9

- Scallops

Comprehension, Coloring

1.

Comprehension

'Worksheet # 10 - Cockles
`Worksheet # 11

-

How Does a Cockle Move
Around?

Worksheet # 12 - Umbo

" Worksheet # 13 -

STUDY PRINTS
1, Unival vet

Eli valves

15x172 -=

Comprehension

Comprehension

Word Picturt Matching

Full Col or Drawings

Oregon Triton

la

2. Chjton

Diagram

3. Bivalves

Clam, Diagram

4
,SLIDE /TAPE SHOW*

tiollusits of Alaska's Marine Waters
Cassette

S1 i des

*Available from the South East Regional Resource Center
538 Willoughby Avenue, Juneau Alaska 99801
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Worktheet 3
Mollusks
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Z.

eicirn

3.

scallop

14,

cockle

a

e

.

Sicd-t-LAr;

5,

vvhetk

Co,

limpei-

pV 11,1

wark-;. lie-f- 4 --At

c

rtiollusk.s

Name
ge

review

MOI USkS
1

,Fol low -4e dirieuhions
'I,

Color the univalve* pink.
II

:2. color +fie bivol\ths
..

3, Color, the Aii-oti's
4,

hici
2

ftif

a

bicic,k. X an

[L.A"k:s.. /

creer-).

broyvi.
±,.ne
An

5, Pu+ d blue ring orotioci
the go'sfropoci1/45.

.1'61, Put 0 green oircie orconc

+he cephalopod.

&.13

Revi4ew
Vocabulary
Mollusks
I

.5.

VioRiCs-f-mg-r

Univalvm

1 -A

.

Name

Univalve
A univalve is a mollus
It has one part to ifs shell

Crow a

line Frani filg;

Word to +he right
'opercuium

eye
A

o

+entacie

aperture.

poti:+).

,

.

Wet-le.sheet - 1 -a

Univalve Vopcdou 'or- y
4

same ds
shel I.
Utilvci ye ='A mollusk thafhas one part +0 its
144er:ins-lake

she 1 l.

The opening
in the univalve
shell.
Opercutum line hard
round plate. that
seals the shell
opening of the

A

re

,

,

_.

i

univalve
apdtse

The +tip oc thi
univalve skyel l.
A

ANolescs 14

sET 2

UN iso.a.i....'d S
if

Nome:
How Do Univalves _Ea+?

Some
univalves hcm
0 long -1-rotigue.,_
V

This fongue has many

hooks .

It is

(,)

drill Boles
into other anirrIctis.

It is

to

Lis4d to

sonne÷irrit's

scrape up

used

mi_QmaLopis,

plants from rocks.
a

)

Worksheet 3
Univalves

ql

mrle:

moon
snaf I

r.

is

cr

univalve.
P-r: you
krio\/v. -why?
claLisa)

.A-rnoon' snoii
o harci.sdoor.

.

has

This door is

'cal I eci an .opercul u rr.
Tie opercu hArn. is putled
opening.
.in+o "tke
Ak

The operse,ulum shu±s
nf)oon snail in ids

ORk.54

UN

Ee'r

A 1-veS

A
-

is

.

9L.

j

Egg, Cos-

1

v*

a4

A moon sna

ePqgs

or

in

ct

lays i+s
sand collar:
1

IP you are lucky) you
might- Mind a sand
coy tar on 'the beach,

Leave the sand collar
4he beach: Then +he

6194s wi ll

hatch.

WO-

70

Worksheets 5
Unk.alvel

NOIm6:

Whelks
(Thais

1ame 1

lis whelk

I osa)

is

snail.

a:

71-6s sv:61 has only a loinq
narrne;

Thais, .1arret losck
(Tha- is larei- 6 1 - 5 29)
Can you, say this name?

Thais, lamellosa, live on

beaches in Alaska./
Each one looks a

li4f1 e

cli-cferen+.

They may

be all

one, color.

Some-limes

they may have. hands oe color, The color
may be white, or purple or .yel

'Color +he Thais ktmellozo on this
lock. the ones on the beach,
pcte

Worn. w eer 6

--,...

Name:

LAni vat v eS

Hairy 7-Trifon
(Risttriton' oregonensis)

'The iive hoiry fri+on is
Covered with a

dark layer

of stiff bristles.

This layer of 5-Fi-PC
bristles is called
periostracurn.
ci
The she
t.IT?cier

+his

perio strci c tArY1

pink.
This pink heft
i b very ,easy .1-c_\is

break..

I

Coror tit-)'4
brown,

Color the shell

v\ii+houit

+he pe.rlos+rscic,urn pink.
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Work he e÷ 8
Univalves

"\.::.

gyp-

.4

spy'-cjal Icing

ac

univalve.

Litorf-s look like porni-eci caps.
The,y live

on roct.4)s

objects. Bey
They scra

w i+1.-)

.

or 0%f-her Hord

ecrfr _jgc

or.

i-he seaweed

--i-Itze, ribbon

7;with K.00ks.

-

i ke

.400Virli.

....40..

.4

nod LAI

seaweeds.
rocks ,,,

(:).P.P

covered

7

f

Vs/ortx.st-I eer 9
Uni;voKees

Name:

Po you know the name
of +his univalve?

-The name oP This univalve
isa

MI

41=NO

SS

COMM

WID

0mM.

OaS

im pet
chiton
Here are some other
picfures of Istrnpeks.
1

boy

tentacle
rrHe

A, I; mp:itetrithout undeiff 0,

,

Worksheet
Wye/Ives

1-.A.

.Bivalve Vocabulary_

means the scone
as a sliel 1.
'They stick
Hinge eeth
out- from both sidel
o# +he bivaive shells
they -fib- together
and ho! d' the +wo
smells +-09e+lier,

Vsitiva

c

Elogg_LieuNer_..Li-

--ft

This ligcrw

rne4 helps +he
h'inge i-eeth hold
the +wo bivalve
shells i-ogefliter,
Adductor Muscle --= This
,

muscle opens ahci

closes the sleii.s.
.
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Witriceatel:

2" 13

Bivalve Vocabu la ry
BySSLAS

-The s,e look like

They connec*

,:eA''rct bi\i-Olve to rocks

They can con-

'4-.4-L

Si

rtectsbivalves +z)
4,,:itc;+her +iings, +00,
A soft tube
tokon

that. the bivalve
uses to take in and

Neck

let 01A+ wafer.
Apart oC +he
bivalve +116+.
S+41

cks au+.

It has the siphon
in itr.

r

4.avt.isvom

AtoNs

ON. 1..0

D

0

1

S

LAA

p ICI t..0 S

41
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4003.
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Worksheet 3
Bivalves

Name

Bivalves

A bivalve is c animal thcif
I ives in a shell.
The shell has .-Ewo pari-s.
The poTi-s pre acilled valves.
A atom is a bivalve.

11

Col& +eke muscle sea-Ts blue:
Co for +he hinge fee+. yellow,

Carol^ The rest cyC +he shell

brown.

War ksheet 4

tv,

Bivalves
.

hinge -frei-f-li

vo ves-'

.

L

hinge

ligornen
/
81

Wo Ricsigeer

Bivalves

S -A

Nbame:
Part=s oc .a

.

Bivalve

Most' bivalves, hove a soCt%
body inside,
shell,
har
Adductor

heart

muscle
siphons

stomach
Adductor
muscle

mantle

ntestines

ivQly

s

-Coot

have no head
vti

I.

nczksticer 5- 8 ,,
iyaives

No

me
.ILO1=.1=..°

.I. .

w

0

n

I

4

t.
go

g
L

r-

J

.

,C o o r th.e .sf-onhacr. rid intestines
bi
.
'
i

..

.

Color ±liehearf,red,.:
C010._ -1-kie sih6ins green.
:.Co I or 'the foot citici 'nicint.le yell..oy
Puy- dr back X On -1--.Ke*,c;1:clue,fc,r1
.

rriucle,:

C4i 6r 'thy

I

1I

ok ri qe.
8'3\

.

.

'

.

.

.,
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pt

Ncirne:

BIVALVES

Blue Mwsels,
(tVtyfi I us

eck4Iis)

?tue mussels I've on tine,
beach. -They are bivcil<tes.
'The outside; a +heir shells is
brawn or blue.
The inside
is

yvilife

and pearly

Mussels lioldjigiert. to rocks

wi+h smal I +breads coiled
-bysstAs,

olor taci34 byssus.

WORKSHEET 7

Nome:
What .12Q Mussels

BrvALvez

41*

CZC\

Eat?'

-

4;

.11

V .4
.

.,

is is vvhat mussels ea+.
Mussels use +heir aephona

sirain
+hese,
+.0y
,
picthis and
Yli ter0 C

sib

arr6.-nals

roten

+he Wai+er.
<

+.

woritS14tiEr 9
IAN/AI-VIZ

r

,Name:

S cal iops
This beautiful bivalve

e

'..

<0
I

(
Hind's Scalloc

is oC+6.n used /in,

arf- and designs.

There are. Pour or
..PNe. kinds oc scallops

in Alaska,

/ or ears
wings

dr A scallop has rncin).),
ooo
+iny blue eye
A scallop has -fer1+-ocles. vr\Color the eyes blue.
Coidr +he.
feritacies

.al

,
a

i

I
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Work his.2.1.

Sivolves

it

v

r

Narrw, :

1-1-ow doe§

move around

a Cockle

T

A cockle
uses its foot

4

1
4'

1/4

to dig in the
sand.
-Pdot.
.

r
o

A cockle;

foot to

can use .ifs

help

it get away from sivrfish.
Some stare sh like. to

eat- cockis.
.-

.

.
r

we d a

.

......,

..........,
do

4

.

7CFibm i

:
Mb

-...,
..,...,

al,

t

,......

Worksheet
SIN/4 iV4S

12.

Narre:
Um bo

The urnbo

The oldest
par+

shell.
Growth

d

lines (Are

very easy

on ct
cookie.

to see

When you
Limbo) you Li

took a+ an

will

see
vvhci+ looks like li+ide
urnoo

Worksheet
,Bivalves

13

.Bivalves
Make 0 line
i+is pdature.
it

-Prom

1. valve
2.

hin4e'i-eeth
A

3, hiriqe ligoment
''-i.

ociciusc,±ory muscle

5: siphon
.

. neck.
P'.

foot
91

10

+he word tc

1.,

%.

0

illW

uD

Check
`box

The
be

animals
you
have

.1-11e,

seen.
4

0

.

Name..._

or,

...,4.,

/.

)11

dam shell
*live

clam

)

chifon
$

se,c1

Cu cum ber'
,/

%

a
Al

Sea urchin

H
t

4-

1

Mm

peg
i

)

a

s

barnacles,

,...m.m...

....-11.,

*Id

4

1

cackle,

.

if

e

..,1111,

me

seaweed
{

a

s+ar-fish

4.....emee

PP

,..x

sun-Plover

Starfish

o

t
1,

j

1
,4

It

. ..

(co rayed .s-f-ar fish
'1)

r
ef

i

I+

C

a

/

4°\

..

--ponge

)

Sea

anemon'e

n*sisel

1,

Vit

Name

Date
1

WHO AM
I dwell in a 'shell,

But I'm ngt a clam.
My name sounds lake I'm strong.
Can you...guess who I am?

Clues:

I live oh rocks.
I am a.bivalve:
I am blue and black.
MX name start* with "M".

I am a
4

Draw me:

4

T

.0

Vb.

I
4

L.
9
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3.
Have the children draw or collect actual samples pf or find photographs of
the following grilups of shells., Place one or more from each group on separate,
irregular shapes.
(See diagram on the previous page.)

BIVALVE:

'

(Clams)

UNIVALVE: '(Limpets, Snails, etc.)

CHITON

OCTOPUS AND SQUID

4.
Attach colored pieceg of yard, string, or strips of paper between the
.words as shown in the diagram,on the previous page.
.

*****PATTERNS ARE INCLUDED ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE.
I

We strongly suggest that you have the children in your class do of much
of this bulletin board as they possible can.
Children are able to:

Use marking pens and make legible labeling for Bulletin Boards.
(Remember to have them draw a life-slze pencil sketch - so that
you have the option of dec. ing whether they should continue or
not. Probably difficult. r Kindergarten and early first grade.)
Ust marking pens to trace around teacher-made letters.
Cut ou/ teacher-drawn bulletin board basic shapes.

Staple

the background colors for the killetin Board.

Attach the colored string, etc between the two shapes on the Board.
Decide which labels, letters, sample animals or drawings go where.
, Decide, vith, the help of a

teacher7directed class discussion, what
colori to makethe bulletin board.

Make the bulletin board into a living, changing activity by the
teacher encouragIng",thexhildren to keep bringing in new materials
for the bulletin board.

Make the Bulletin Board into a center of activity by discussion of
the various shells that the children bring in from outside the school,

I

1'

3.
Have the children draw or collect actual samples pf or find photographs of
the followihg groups of shells. Place one or more from each group on separate,
irregular shapes.
(See diagram on the previous page.)

BIVALVE:

(Clams)

UNIVALVE: impets, Snails, etc.)
a

currgy

OCTOPUS AND SQUID

4.
Attach colored pieceg of yard, string, or strips of paper between the
words as shown in the diagram on the previous page.
.

t

IL

*****PATTERNS ARE INCLUDED ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE.
I

We strongly suggest that you have the children in your class do of much
of this bulletin board as they possible can.
Children are able to:
Use marking _pens and make legible labeling for Bulletin Boards.
(Remember to have them draw a life -size pencil sketch
so that
you have the option of dec. ing whether they should continue or
not. Probably difficult. r Kindergarten and, early first grade.)

Use marking pens to trace around teacher-made letters.

.5

Cut out teacher-drawn bulletin board basic shapes.

Staple

the background colors for the kIlletin Board.

Attach the colored string, eSt between the two shapes on the Board.
Decide which labels, letters, sample animals or drawings go where.
, Decide, with the help of a teacher7directed class discussion, what
color$ to make.the bulletin board.

Make the bulletin board into a living, changing activity by
the
teacher encourag,ng.the.children to keep bringing in new materials
for the bulletin board.

Make the Bulletin Board into a center of activity by discussion of
the variole shells that the children bring in from outside the school.
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a/Aern.s.
.8u/k717;-, gate/

/dea other gge
0/ 1 U.skS

(///2/ucl/ve
.C4d,Ce

40

It
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BIVALVES

II'.

I. 'lake a large drawin
'

of a biv

394 cut it out.

(Enlarge the pattern /ncluded with this section. Note, also, the section
entitled "How to Enla i$
ge a Drawing".)
I

2. 'make ,ident4ficat on labels on colored paper.

.

c
(See enclosed l!tters
Make letters to pin on identification labels.
hand
letter
the
14els.)
,or use.pre-made letters or have a talented student
3.

For variety you mi ht make the letters raised.
as to how to make raised letters.
Lgrre_-/c2
s..

1,

4,...c,

LC

Rolls a

See the illustration below
fin; -

47): :

erlial1 7ttics 7174 "ri,-,

_

f-a ,b a

iti-3 c., da-y-,e, c5'0 0 ...,./

I

se S

,...:.; mr4-0

(lee"'

a ice,

0 - c " I- pap

\ttach yarn with ctaples or'colortd paper or string Ittt.eon tho labels
an th,_4pdrts
a bivalve.
4.

.
S

.:

-3:17eAnz-Otersr,
A

III:

UNIVALVES

I.

1.

Out of colored construction paper, cut three circles of the same size.
*Have students trace around,a plate or similar object.
available, use colored ones.c

/
2.

Lf paper plates are
.

Out of colored construction paper, cut two rectangles of the same size.
*Or use pre-cut construction paper.
/

3.

Out of construction paper, cut large letters that spell, UNIVALVES.
!See/section on "How to Make Letters".
raised letters.

4.

See below, how to make

Have the studentesdraw or find pictures or real shells of
Whelks
Oregon Triton
Moon Shells
Snails
,

'Limpets

5. 'Label each shell in #4 with pre-made or hand lettered le6ers%

I;

103

N.

iY
0

Overlap circles and rectangles as shown yin the diagram above.

6.

FOR FURTHER IDEAS ON BULLETIN BOARD DESIGN USE:

*t*Oversize
LB
-1584
. M414

LB
1043.5.
. B4

L6

Resource Book of Ideas for Student Designed Bulletin- Boards.
By Howard Melancon:-.
,
T. S. Denison and Companydinc.
Minneapolis, Minnesota.
1973

Better Bulletin Board Display6
Prepared by/3. Preston Lockr dge.
Division of Extension%
' The University of,Texas.
)

(

.
,

4

LB
1043.5
.K6

krt-

Oversize
LB
1043.5

Baited Bulletin Boards. Handbook for' teachers.
Thomas Koskey.
1954.
.Fearon Publishers.

Guide,to Better Bulletin Boards.
By Coplan and Ros.enthal.

Ocieana Publications, Inc. 1970.

.c684
.1"

***

00,16V

4

AVAILABLE THROUGH THE ALASKASTATE LIBRARY
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Pouch G

dJuneau, Mash 99611,
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Appendix I
STEPS

km0
;

ORGANIZING A SEA WEEK IN YOUR COMMUNITY

I.

Familiarize yourself th ti

II:

Catalog the re urces in your area.
Where are the good
beaches? When are the good low tides? Are there any
agency, hatchery, Or museum personnel that would be
available,as speakers and/or
field trips?

Sea Week curriculum and
introduce it to other interested teachers and parents.
.

,

I,

(:)r.

,

'III. DtAw up a well-thought out plan for Sea Week and present
it to your Administrators for approval.
.

.

,

IV.

Talk to teachers n the'upper grads about having some f
their students Ac-1ompany you'on your field trips. Brief
them ahead of time as,to the activities you'll be doing.

V.

Make up a calendar of when speakers will talk, which-11T vies
will be shown, and when each class will take tbeirr-field
trips.
By Arranging two field trips near one another in
location, or'by having the second class come to the beach
when the first field.trip of the day is leaving, gas (and
energy) can'
saved by having fewer bus trips.

VI.

,Invite the whole community to participate - parents, chamber
of commerce, gpvernmentaa agencies, native corporations,
fishermen, etc.. Parents can assist with field trips;
s
businesses eight display student artwork. If community
organizations are interested, the week can become a Festival
of the Sea, with boat tours, movies, speakers, games, and
dances. Contact your local paperNebout featuring Sea Week
with a photo and story - beforehanak, during, and afterwards!
Radio statioris might want to interview field trip leaders or'read stories that students have written.

.

.

ill
.

'

VII. Spend an entire

eek studying the amazing ocean!

problemswritin

Math-

assignmenta- spelling word,- canall
relate to our mar ne environment.. Show your studenti the
wonder of sea life'
'

1 ri
l
V Li
A-1

Appendix II.
SUGGESTED FIELD TRIPS,

In planning field trips for your clasS two things should be
1.. The emphasis in Sea Week studies at your:
considered:
The available-co unity resources.
2.
grade Level.
beach, S, docks, vessels (fishing,
eConsider visiting a
pleasure, ferry,-barge, tour ship, Coast Guard), cold storage
plant, canneries, supermarket, government research facilities,
hatcheries. Museums, private collections and stores might be
considered for indoor trips. ArrangeFents night be made to
4
watch someone at work - fisherman, biologist, or Coast Guard
If
your
students
have
an
opportunity
to
visit
personnel.
another community you might include Sea Week activities in your
itinerary or might include the entire trap AAound them.

In planning any tgip, if' possible arrang
persons to accompany yogragroup. The in
parents is also valuable.

.'
for knowledgeable
lvement of interested

I

SECOND GRADE

Z.

Beach - activities are.syggested in guide.

II.

Shell Collections
A.
B.

C.
_

f

;

Museums - `observation on formal exhibits Qf shells and
their hitoric uses - money, jewelry, decoration.,,
ilections - Check for your community resources.
Private
Activity'-sWork ont a program for small groups with shells
that can be handled,. sorted, identified and pArts of the
shells identified.
"b

4
'

-1'

0
r
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Appendix III

WHAT TO DO ON THE BUS
I

=

Put together a checklist of object

for use the one that

follows) that the students may see at the beach.

During the

bus ride, students can *circle the -name (or picture) of each
object that'they tAink they 1.1111 be seeing during the field

the beach, they can check vir the objects they
actually saw, and estimate or count how many they saw.

A

.
Juneau teacher makes her checklisti into a small book, with
.

.

'a
'a pencil\attached by yarn,

.bag i

i

d gives each pupil a sandwich

whick'tostore.his/her checklist;

'

.'

)

A

:

1

,..

10
i

bus

can

/

.

1

raN:ren

..

.

/

1

\fish

1

cow

A

sheep

IM

tree

4

-dciftwood
c.
A

boat
oat
2

buoy

moose

I)

anemone

41

dock

whale

.

,N,starfish

seaweed

house

crab

airplane

:-bottle

fisherman

Yellyfish

limpet'shell

sand flea

sea urchin

mussel

%

,

'I

porpoise

"WI

4
f
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CONSERYACION

4Ap,.1).endix IV
c

44a
Conservation Andy be,defined as.the "wise use of ouri natural resources
It Ls not the 1on-uSe of them, but rater a use thaticomes, after careful thought has bees given to the reasons and consequences of that use

It

perhaps trite to say that wi th increasing population pressure A/
i
the Aver-increasing need for raw materials, for recreational,facilitie
for homesites, etc., pressures increase on a natural environment that
may previously have been untrammeled and in no need of someone to prot
it from total.alteration.niere in Alaska, particularity, they residents
of the State are faced with making many iRepdiate far-reaching decisic
about the natural environment of our st4t4' What man'S impact on it
will be and if and how that impact should be li'mited or controlled 'arc
Some of these deasions.
,st.

,Conservation,)ractically, comes down .t0 a few impOrtant principles:
./

Every living thing, as well as non-living thing, has'a place and
rface of this planet,
function in the 4 alance. of existence on the
"Evrywhetpeeor not we happen to know what its plecise niche ie.
"Everything
affects.everything iq..4connected with everything else."
thing -e1." Destruction of one species, useless and unimportant
1.

thoUghthatspeciee-mayseemtoiour ignorance, can have wide-reaching
repercussions.

Natural resources are echaustible. Populations which 'drop beloc,)
criticallvh<shold.cease
to reproduce and the species plumMets into
a
phergy
resources
on earth are not renewable. Extinctionextinction.
exhaustion
of non-living resources are natural
of 4.1iving species and
Trilobites
went
extinct
before men appeared on the scene.
processes.
Neverthelees, the Speed.
the air.
Volcanoes spew.noxiousgas9t
destroying or using u:
0th centUry man,
with which man,, especiallyth
compared
to natural process(
extant life and resources 5M.astronorgical
2.

Since man its an intelligent being, he can, if he will, desist
from extingui'shing life and exhausting the resources of the, earth. Macan practice Conservation without denying himself a full and enjoyabl
life. His reason'for using resources wisely may be an ideatlistic
appreciation of all thaenature has and is,,or it may be a realizatio:
that opr tomor,rows will,Ape-p0Orer
unless wisdom regulates usage of ou:
-44
-,.
PC
goodsll
3.
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For school children stdying Alaska's marine life, conservation invol.

/

a few simple, yet extremely important principals:
,
'.

to

.

1

DO VISIT THE BEACH AND ENJOY YOUR TIME THERE BUT WHEN YOU LEAVE,
,
LET THE AREA BE THE SAME, OR BETTER,. THAN YOU FOUNb IT.

1.
.

\.1.

,,,

,
.

.

IF YOU TURN OVER A ROCK TO SEE WHAT IS HIDING UNDER IT, pRwit
(What lives there may depend
BACK OER WHEN YOU HAVE FINISHED.

2.,

for suri4mal on_the exact kind of micro-habitat that exists unde
.that rock.)
P.
*

1

Reef ancl Shore.
.Schoolthitildrerr, p. 4.
/),

for Elemen

Hawaii'Nature Study

.

03

3,

IF YOU PICK up ANIMALS FOR CLOSER VIEWING, DISTURB ONLY THE
ONES YOU WANT TO LOOK AT, HANDLE THEM CAREFULLY, THEN REPLAcE
TEEM WHERE YgI.iefOUND THEM. .SEA CREATURES CAN LIVE OUTSIDE
'THE WATER ONLY BRIEFLY. A PAN OR BUCKET OF SEAWATER WILL
CLOSER EXAMINATION AND REDUCE STRESS ON THE ANIMAL. KEEP
CONTAINER OUT CF DIRECT SUNLIGHT AND REPLACE THE WATER IF I
BEGINS TQ WARM. HANDLE FISH WITH WET HANDS TO PRESERVE THEIR
PROTECTIVE SLIME AND IN HANDLING CRABS AND.JELLYFISH - WATCH OUT
FOR STINGERS AND PINCHERS.
PICK CRABS UP FROM THE BACK AND
SUPPORT THEIR UNDERSIDE WITH THE PALM OF YOUR HAND. DON'T TOUCH
JELLYFISH.

4.

IF YOUWANT TO USE LIVE MATERIALS IN THE CLASSROOM PAVER THE
FIELD TRIP TO THE BEACH, TAKE ONLY WHAT YOU WILL NEED, TAKE CARE
TO KEEP IT ALIVE, AND RETURN IT TO THE BEACH WHEN YOU ARE FINISHED
WITH IT.

S.

NON-LLVING BEACH MATERIALS MAY BE COLLECTED BUT USA MODERATION
t
HERE, TOO.
IF MPgERIALS ARE FOR CLASS USE, HAVE A PROJECT IN
MIND BEFORE YOU BEGIN COLLECTING AND THEN GATHER ONLY WHAT YOU
WILL NEED. YOU MAYWANT TO GATHER DRIFTWOOD, STONES, BITS OF
POLISHED GLASS.
UNLESS YOU ARE A SECOND GRADE TEACHER, HOWEVER,
PLEASE COLLECT ONLY A FEW, IF ANY, EMPLY SHELLS LEAVING THESE

4

MATERIALS FOR THE SECOND ,GR73,DERS WHOSE ,ONLY SEA WEEK BEACH ,AND

CLASSROOM ACTIVITY IS STUDYING THEM.
A

M

/
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'Appendix V
Jo

CHECK LIST
01,

J

FOR

A FIELD TRIPTO THE 'EH
1.

'You the to

her:

Be sur you arg personally familiar with the beach to wha,ch
you a d your claSs are going. If you have not been there
take a bit of time after school or on the weekend
befor
to go to that beach-and walk it carefully. By bting'familiar
with it yourself,- you can anticipate what your students will

1.

,

be aide to see a:p.e.vdo there.

,

2.

Chec carefully on all bus arrangements,for your class. Be
sir that a bus is scheduled for you and be aware of the
delivery and pick-up times.

3

Arrange for adequate....adult,dupervision.

Usually there is no
Often Dunidr
problem in finding parents willing to go along.
or senior hagh'school students may also be available and, if
they are taking bio'ogy or other related science courses, they
can be very helpful. One older student or adult for every five
or six children would be a good. ratio in terms of safety,
control, and learning.
Give careful thought-to what you will do with your time at the
The beach is an exciting place Dust to explore, but
beach.
some thougtItleand directions given to the activities to take
place will make the experience richer and more profitable for

'4.

students and you, too.h-fte
4.1
S.
gk

-

6.

7.

.

wih your volunteers befdre
Meet - or at least %141k by phone
the field-trip to acquaint them with our plans for the outing.
Be sure that dA,ch of them knows specifically what you would'.
Recommend that they attend aappropriate
like each to do.
training workshops and provide them with infotmation from this
guide or elsewhere.
Well in advance of the beach trip itself, begin pre aring your
students for their experiences there. ,The better prepared
they are, the more successful the field trip will be.
Letters should be written to all parents, including EZrmissibn
slips, so that paients know about the activities in which'their
children will be involved.
Collect and ready all materials you will need for the field
trip - buckets, pans, binoculars, camera,, whatever it is you
You might consider bringing or arranging for some kind
need.
of snack at the beach - a big bag of gorp (M & M's, raisins,
salted peaduts, etc.) always makesa hit and a snack can serve

A-6
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C-

ti

fl

,

to reorganize matter

at

4

,

1%4-,

belch Find cklate a natural (though
slightly contri:ved)
hange of pace and focus.
(see the suggested
time flan that folios.) Be sure o take along a supplpof
bandai s
or better: yet, a small irst-aid kit - just in case
.,the

there is a need,fortit.
*

9.

.

..

I

Plan he trip ahead:, but allow fort flexibility.
If a whale is
brea ing just off shore'ftile yo are trying to teach the 'life
and
ays of a barnacJ,e, your stud hts will not be absorbing much
of your lecture. Be'propred to ake advantage of those special
events ,that occur so fofte.n along put shores.
4

The students;

1. ,Involve-them in prWaring for the, field trip as much as possible.
2.

Uplain .to them any rules for field'trip conduct. Stress especially(
the/fact that tt'e beaCh'is a secial 'environment and a fragile one
whose beauty collies frOm the" LIVING, plants and animals to be found
there.
Impress u04n them the need to respect the life forms they
will see, to leave the beach-as nearly like they find it es. possible
And not to collect or.D8leat live beach anima .s unless you, the
teacher, have very speciAlic and well thought out needs for limited
"quantities of live animals and materials for use in further
teaching processes aid have requested the students help you gather
materials.
.

'

3.

4.

A quick talk about safety at the beach would not be out
the need for proper c'othing, care to be taken on rocks
slippery when. wet, What to do in case of - injury, always
eye on-the tide to be stile you are not stranded or' lose
6he.rising waters, etc.

of .place
that aref

keep an
gear to

If a class..project 1.8 Planned for-the beach time, help students

to prepare 'or gather materials they will need to take with them.
BOTH teachef'arid students;
4,

BE PROPERLY DRESSED. Lt is always difficult to predict what the
weather will be in coastal-Alaska but there is often a good
chance that there may be rain. Be sure everyone knows that he
or s4 should come dressed warmly and prepared for rain if that
prospect seems4pt ail likely. Wearing layers of clothes always
makesense - a shotit sleeved shirt, then.,;s04thing with long
sieeyes, topped by a sweater or warm jacket and something water
and wind-proof. Foot gear is important. 'Layer socks for ma
um
warrnh and wear RUBBER boots if possible., Carrying a back p
is a, good idea for students and 'teachers alike.
It leaves yo r
hands free, lets-*you store away layers'of clothes you want to
shed or don't need at the moment and is a good place.to keep the
snack you and or the students have decidlicit9 bring along.
7
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Appendix VI

'SUGGESTED ON-SITE ORGANIZATION

The beach is an exciting place on your first tisit there or your
five hundredth and the most normal and natural thing.to do on the
beach Is to walk - or run - along the shoreline to see what is
there for the finding. .If your class has been working hard on
sea ;elated studies and has carefully outlined What they want to
do with their time at the beach, then perhaps p11 students will set
,right to work with whatever tasks have Uten outlined beforehand.
But, if a less structured approach seems to be in order, you mighttry the following idea...
, .

^

Part I

If, before the beach experience, you have been working in the class-,
room with the, students on the particular area of marine knowledge
outlined%for your grade level, then the students should have a good
idep of particular concepts or kinds of life or situations they
might look for at the beach.. 'Students could have the first half of
the time at the beach to apply their knowledge In a free kind of
That is, for dxample,if you are a second grade teachei
framework.
and have been studying shells with your students, give them the
first part of their time at the beach to see how Many different kinds .
of shells they can count, or give them some other similar kind of
task that they can carry out and at the same tame still be free to
plore other aspects of the beach.
Part II

At the midspolnt of your allotted time at the beach, gather the
children together., Taking a bit of tiDe out to open that big bag of
gorp, or gathering for some other kind of snacking, work-sgo draw
everyone together, change the pack andjocus.
After the quick energy break is a good time to have the students sit
'down quietly-and talk aboubt wha,t they have seen or to have' adult

helpers work in small groups With children to share fLther discoveries'
o knowledge about materials found en the beach. As arrexamp4e,
14...Zybu.,are rfirfl grade teacher who has been studying tine animals
-withyour class, each adult helper might have beenfassigned to gather*
examples of a particular
in a bucket - with the children's help
group of animals during the first part of the tim oar the beach.
Then, durling the lecond half of the beach time, e ch adult.and his or
'her bucket of materials might circulate`crom one mall group of
children to the next, encouraging them to touch, eel, observe certain
characteristics or qualities of these particular nimals.'

,

Childten treed -both to enjoy the beach just for th pleasure there is
in being there and to grow in understanding the c mplex web of life
If careful thought
and' environmental factors tivt are at work there.
and planning have gone on well before the actual trip to the beach,
there is every reason to believe that both these goals can be
accomplished.

113
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A LOOK AT TAE BEACH
Any beach is as Individual in its own way as are we who, as individuals
can be distinguished from all other people. just as each of Os represents only one combination, out of the many pos§ible, so it Is with
beaches. .A beach is a place where the sqa confronts the land,
and
every aspect of that sea and that land edge is important in determining
what the general appearance of that beach will be and
what kinds of
plants and animals will grow and thrive in that particular
environment.
Many factors combine to determine the personality of that unique and
/
special place.
The Sea

If,wethink 'first about the water at the beach, we realize th.t there
are several ways in which it cah vary. To begin with, for exapple,
those of us living in the Juneau area look out to
waters that:are
relatively protected. That is, our beaches are not subjected,to the
open, powerful swells that are common On coast lines that abut
the
open ocean.
Unlike conditions, that might be found at Sitka, for
example, the wave conditions along 13}1 beaches are always relatively
mild and non-violent.
Even in the Juneau area, however, local
differences in topography influence the personality of the bOach.
Whether a particular beach area is a straight, uninterrupted
;stretch,
a deep or shallow cover, or a jutting point'will influence tile
and effect of the waves upon the shore. Consequently, we might force
expect to find different kinds of life on a poant, in a cove, or on
a_straight, uncomplicated 'shoreline because each
species has a particular ability to withstand greater` orjesser wave force.
We all know that the sea is salty but we may n
all realize that the
concentration of salt in sea water can be highly variable.
In the
open ocean, salt concentrations measure about 32 to 33 parts per
,thousand.
In our inide waters around Juneau, the average salt
- concentration in malt-channelt may' be slightly less than that
because
of the greater influence of fresh water entering from
streams
and
rivers. At the mouths of the streams and rivers themselves, where
salt and freshwater mix, salt concentrations ,are very low.
Because
each kindlofparine pLant or animal has a ts own
o
built -.in tolerances
to Varying saltiness or freshness, these living populations
vary with
the salinity prevalent at a particular place.
-

0

.

THE SIZE OF PEBBLES
c.

If you stand on a beach Ipd look thoughtfully at it,
one of the first
things you will notice i4sAts texture - whether it it sandy,
gravelly,
composed of cobbles, bedtock, mud or a combination of two or more of
these.
The nature of the beach is critical in determining what can
live there:
Let's examine each kind of substrate in turn to 'see what
kind of life we might expect to find.

1.

Ar9

*

,

Mud
Mud caribe anything from relatively porous sand-soil mix to the clay
If you look at the
muck that sucks rubber bkots right off your feet.
aware.of
little, if any.,
surface of this kind of substrate, you will be
tubes
of
mud dwelling
Here and there you may see the flexible
life.
Or
you
may see
above
the
surface.
worms sticking up an. inch or ,so
Vinally,
you may be
"cake decorations" left by other burrowing worms.
the
squirts
'of
water
and
the
siphon
aware of the presence of clams by
Dining
witn
ashovel
will
reveal
the
various
holes in the mud.
inhabitants of the mud:in all their glory - fat, bulbous peaviut worms:
slender, earthworm-like nemerteans of various descriptions; manylegged annelid worms; and har4y bivalves!
Sand

Because sand is more porous than mud, it is a better surface for many
burrowers, a better surface for a wider number 9f animals to live on
On a sand flat at low tide one may find starfish, sea urchins,
and in.
and numerous kinds of drabs and snails. Some of these animals wander
over the sand flats when they are submerged, scouring them for bits of
Some crabs, like the Dungeness, tend to stay in sandy areas
food.
becaup of the methods- of self- protection involves burrowing into
(Even when the sand is exposed, watch for depressions
the sand to hide.
By digging
in the surface tO.a.E mimic the .shape of the crab's spell.
evert
as
the
water
there, you may 41ncover a crab that stayed buried
holes,
you
will
discover
By looking for clam or cockle siphon
receded,)
cardfully
you
may
these common'residents of.sandy areas and by digging
unearth them.
Cobbles and' Boulders

Obviously, the size of loose cocks on the beach may range from something
In
Just a bit coarser than sand up to boulders too-large to be lifted.
general, the larger the general size of the rock pieces, the greater
The more stable the
variety of life one mrght expec,t to find there.
hard surface is, the greater protection and anchors it can afford 'a
resident plant Or animal. Ihtertidal areas of cobbles or rocks are
often most obviously serving as anchorages for marine plants (most
common in the Juneau area Fucus, the rockweed, thd tough, ubiquitous,
brown plant waAh the bulbous reproductive bodies that kids like to pop)
and for barnacles and blue mussels that may cover certain rocks of
If you begin.to'look down among
sections of beach in great density.
the beds of rockweed, barnacles, and mussels and UNDER cobbles and
boulders, you, will dkstover an amazing diversity of life forms. Small
six-rayed cstarfNh sling beneath medium sized Docks, olten brooding
Blennies up to six inchesor sq in lenthir(one of
clutches prf eggs.
the two rtost common lntertidally discovered fish) hide under rocks.
So do araphipods or sand fleas and tiny<crustacean beach scavengers triat
quickly seek new cover when discovered under theit protective rock.
Clinging to the Surface of the rocks may be limpets, chitons, sponges.
Look for the latter particularly under overhangs of larger rocks.
'
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Because
thear ability to serve'as anchors'and because they offer
so many, roteotive niches, rocks on beaches afford some to thekbest'
looking lads. Don't negldtt to have along
a magnifying glass so
you can eally tee some of the tiny critters!
Guaranleed that the
more yo r look, the more you will see there! Just be very sure that
after y u turn over a rock to reveal-its underside residents,
that
you rep ace it so the animals don't dry,out and perish!
Bedroc

This is just as exciting a place to poke as cobbles/boulder a2bas
and m ny of the same inhabitants can be found here
- with two general
kinds of exceptions. First, obviously this rock surface 'can"t
be
turrre
over so the "neck and sand or mudresidents" are riot here.
Seco a, it is in bedrock areas-that you'are Most apt to find
remnant
gtadd bs of water
tidepools
that' may harbor lots of life, including
kaal
anemones with tentacles ext ded to trap food (they come in al
wid variety of, gorgeous color
binations), rock hard ooralline
alg e that ipoks like hard,
plaster but are actually living plants,
tin ?.mmature sculpins, and perhaps little shrimp,
Be sure to look.'
car fully in crevasses for sponges, starfish, add. other creatures.

THE DISTANCE FROM THE WATER
E ch species of marine plant and animal has ,a particlarttolerance
t
being out of salt water'. Some of them, for example, are never
f and intertidally because they have absolutely no tolerance for
e posure to the effects of an air environment. Others can stand
eing out of salt water for extendedperiodsof time, needing only
o be wet by the sea on occasional very high tides. By looking at
he beach in a section from its highest high watermark down to
the water 'level qn a low, low tide, you can quickly
begin to see
mayor differences in plant-and animal populations.
The Highest Fringe
At the uppeC limits of the intertidal zone, least life forms are
evident.
Ybu may notice that the rocks appear black here. This is
because th4Y are covered by a black encrusting liche.n or by
a bluegreen af'gae that makes thes5 rocks treacherous and
wet.
In these upper reaches, too, may be found the common slippery..,when
tiny
periwinkle
a fat, ridged snail that
sometimes seems to pepper the rocks.

de,

.

The Middle Zone
d

*

:.

As' you move 'down toward the watert$ edge on-a.loli tide,
you will be
aware of obvious color,barids or patChes on the beach.

There may be
banding of Fucus, the common-:brown,ro4weed,.and of bLviblack mussels)
(the intertidal - and.subt1.61 - bivalve that attagheg'itself
by tiny
threads to rocks and pilings and other surfaces), and barnacles.
Here
tei).O you' will begin-460 see limpets .(the species of which
are sometimes
Mast quickly identified by hdw 'low or high they arAfound on thp beach)
Jamphipods, various starfish, tiny black sea cucumber, 4nd other forms
'of life there were not in evidence at higherlevels.

4

4

The Lowest Zone

As you approach the water's edge, you will not find some of tote plants
In gen'eral, however, and animals that were evident at higher levels.
the lower yoll go in the inter".dal zone the greater the diversity of
life forms you will find. Here you will find sea urchins, a wide
variety of often large starfish, perhaps juvenile king crabs, large
white or varicolored sea anemones (if they are out of water, these will
look like squishy, uninviting blobs, but look out into the shallow
waters to -see the same animals in all their expanded glory), and the
larger snails.
So...as you look at any p rt.i.culat beach for the first time, there is
AL
Remember that each part of the beach,
a great deal to think abo t.
1r
each
height
from
the
water,
each
kind
of
each kind of surface type
In
topographical variation in icates what life may be found there.
general, it is advisable to spend the lowest part of the tidal cycle
closest to thewater's edge for in that way you will have the maximum
amount of time to spend along the beach area thatis revealed to.us
least often and which tends to harbor the greatest chifersity of plants
and animals.

If you can, acquaint your students with these obvious or subtle
variations in the beach habitat for it will enrich their beach
experience, too!!! 4,

s
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Appendix VIII

TIDES

4

Students can understand some basics about tides and should
definitely learn that the heightxpf the water on the beach
varies with the stage of the tide and that maximum and
minimum tidal levels vary eaqh day.
ft

Tides, irka very simplified kind of explanailiOrr, .occur bec'ause of the gravitational pull of the sun and the melon on
the earth. Just as the earth exerts gravit,ational force
(why does an apple fall? why caA't we step off into space?),
so do these other two bodies. The force of the pull of the
sun and moon on a particular place on earth depends on how

directly they are in line with that place. 'he force they
exert tends to pull the water away from the earth's surface
on the side of, the earth fAFing,thus causing a high tide.
Because the relative position of the sun, earth, apOmoon
are'constantly changing in a cyclic rhythm, so are the ,tides.
Activities
Here in Southeast., Alaska we

experience a tid4 cycle that
consists of two unequal high tides and two unequal low tides
each day. With some students in primary grades and all those
in upper grades, you might sit down with a,tide,table and
look aft the numbers and explain what they mean. You might
even make a simple chart of tide levels and of activities to
coincide with various stages of the tide.
For instance, it
might be much easier to launch a boat when the tide is high
but digging clams can'best be done on the Very lowest tide.
Students might be shown the samefbeach at high and at low
tide and through words or art work Tmpare the differences.

4

Preparation for Field Trip
.

.

.

.

,.

.

"In preparing for the field trip, discuss tides with the students.
'341entiori the need to be as close to the water as possible when
the tide ia at'its lowest in order to see that strip of beach
and the life that is there, for the water quickly comes in and
covers it. Talk, too, about the need to be aware of the tide
level and thus, not to set a pAck, or bucket next to the water's
edge and expect to find it there later if the tide is q.00ding.

As a teacher you need to be aware of the tithe offlow tide when
scheduling your field trip to the beach and in planning the
activities that will take place there. The time of very lowest
tide should be k pt open for observation (4 what is to be found
in,the zone nea est the water. Activities such as taking a
break for a sna k or gathering around buckets to'discuss and
eXami'ne particular animals should occur whgn the tide is ebbing
or flooding.
,

,

.
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Appendix IX

A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF HELPFUL 'REFERENCES

Field Guides
Abbo

,

R. T.

1

1968.

Press, New York.

Seashells of North America.
280 pp. $3.95.

Golden

Fidldbook of Pacific NorthAyres, J. and D. McLachlan. 1979.
Happy
Natufegraph Publishers, Inc.
west Sea Creatures.
Camp, California..

208 pp:

$10.00.

Furlong, M. aid V. Pill.
1973.
Edible? Incredible!
$2:50.
'Inc., Tacoma, Washington.
62 pp.
1973.

cation and Method
Washington.
104

Starfish , Gyen:deg.to

of Preserving.
.

ERCO,

ERCO, Inc., Tacoma,

$3.50.

University of
Seaweed's at Ebb Tide.
Guberlet, M. L.
1956.
Washington Press, Seattlet 182 pp.
$4.95.
Hosie, R. C.
1969.
Native Trees of Canada.
Canada, Ottowa.
380 pp.
$7.20.

Information

Keys to the Marine Invertebrates of
Kozloff, E. N.
1974.
Puget Mound, the San Juan Archipelago and Adjacent Regions..
266 pp.
University Or. Washington Press, Seattle.
Clarkson N.
The Seavegetable Book.
$6.95
(recipes:).
Potter, Inc., New York. ,288 pp.

Madlener, J. C.'1.-1977.

Field Guide to *Saltwater Fishes of North
McClane, A. J.
1978.
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, New York. 283 pp.
America.
Murie, Claus J.

61975.-1'1'i) Field Guide to Animal Tracks.
$6.95.
Moughton Miffin Co :r; Boston.
375 pp.

Murray, C. and D. Somerton. 1976. Field Guide to the Fish
of Pug\t Sound and the Northwest Cogst (printed on waterUniversity of Washington Press, Seattle.
proof paper)..
70 pp,
$5.95.
Marine Shells of the Pacific Coast.
1973.
Rice, T.
102 pp.
$2.95.
Inc., Tacoma, Washington.

4 ,
*74 4?

ERCO,

Robbins, C. S., R. Bruun, and M. S. Zim. 1966. Birds of
340 pp.
$4.95.
Golden Press, New fork.
North America.
E2.

4

-Smith, L. S.
1976. 'Living Shores-6f the Pacific Northwest.
$9.95.
149 pp.
Pacific Search Press, Seattle.

United States
Viereck, L. A. 1974. Guide to Alaska Trees.
$1.35.
Forest Service, Washington, D. C. 98 pp.

`Or
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Waaland, J. R' 1977. Common Seaweeds of the Paciftc Coast.
Pacific Search Press, Seattle, Washington. 120 pp.
$5.95.

Marine Mammals

0

Graves, J. A.
19772 What ie'a California Sea Otter? Boxwood
Press, PacifiZ Grove, California.
30 pp.
$3.50.

McDearmon. 1974.
The Walrus - Giant of the Arctic Ice.
Dodd, Mead, and Co., New York. 45 pp. $4.25.
Proctdr, S. J.
1975.
Whales - Their Story.
Vancouver Public
Aquarium Association Newsletter vol. XIX no. 4, July/
August 1975. Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada., 14 pp.
Sli3per, E. J.

1976.
Whales & Dolphins.f The University of
Michigan ,Press.
170.pp.

.

Stonehouse, B.
1976. A Closer Look at Whales and Dolphins.
Gloucester Press, 'New York.
31 pp.
$4.95.

Fish
I

w

ti

c.

.
Burton, Dr. M. 1972. I (.1e
Life of Fishes.
York.
61 pp.
$2.95: /

Golden Press, New

.

Childerhose, R. J. and M. Trim.
1979.
Pacific Salmon.
University,of Washington Press, Seattle.
158 pp.
$24.95.
DeCarli, F.
1978.
The World of Fish.
York.
256 pp. $6.95.

Abbeville Press, New

Hart, J. L.
1973.
Pacific Fishes of Canada.
Fisheries
Research Board of, Canada, Ottowa.
740 pp.
$14.40.

Birds
fir

Bradbury, W.
r976.
Birds of Sea, Shore, and Stream.
Life FilMs, Inc.
128 pk.
$8.95.

Time

Ecology
Adams, R.
1978.
York.
107

Nature Day and Night.
,p.

$10.00.
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Viking Press.

New

British Museum ck-Naturdl HistoriA.
1978.
Natzre at Wor
British Museum, Lopdon. 84 pp.
$4.95.

.

Carefoott T.
1977.
P/acific Seashores.
University cc.
Washinot,n PreSs4/teattle. 208 pp.
$14.80..

Activities

I

Sharing Nature With Children:
Ananda Publicati ns. 142 pp-.
$4.95.

Cornell:, J. B., 1979.
I

4

Curriculum Research a d Development Group - University of
1976s.
Hawaii.
eef and Shore - Hawaii Nature Study
Program for item ntary School Children, Teachers'
'Guide.
University of HawaJ.1, Honolulu.
265 pp.
+

.Lien, V. 19,79. Investigating_the Marine Environment and
Its Resouces. Sea Grant College Publications, Texas
A and'M Universit}t, College Station, Texas 17843.
439 pp.

$8.00

4

Mauldin,\L. and D. Frankenberg. 14278. North Carolina
Marine Edubation Manual (4 volumes). UNC Sea Gran
Publication UNC-56-78-14-A; North Carolina State
Univesity, Raleigh, North Carolina 27607.

Oceanography
Bascom, W. 1964.
Waves and Beaches:
the Dynamics of the
Doubleday and Compahy, Inc., Garden
.Ocean Surface.
City, New York. 4267 pp. p2.50.

Scientific American. 1969.
The Ocean.
Company. 140 pp
$3.25.

W. H. Freeman and

ny.

Issues

Ball, J. L. Jr:, T. Frady, and R. S. Lee (eds). 1977.
Readings,)From Alaska Seas and Coasts. Alaska Sea Grant
Program, Fairbanks. 252 pp.
Brownigg, R. U. 1974. Fisheries 4f Ow North Pacific:.
&Story, Species, Gear, and Processes. Alaska Northwest
rage.
408 pp.
$24.95.
Publishing Compa
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.

Drucker P. 1963. Cu'tures of the North Pacific Coal' -t.
CKandler Publishing Company; S anton, Pennsylvania
243 pp.
Figfor, B. and G. 1078. Salmon Fishing (one of a
children's series of people at work it Alaska).
Figdor, Haines, Alaska.
48 pp., $7.95.

George

.

Kramer, L S V. C. Clark, and G. J. Cannelos.

1978.

Planning for Offshore Oil Development: Gulf of Alaska
OCS Handbook.
Alaska Depaktment óf Community and
.Regional Affairs, Division of Community Planning,
Juneau. 257 pp'.

Miscellaneous and General References
Alaska Dept. of Fish,and G'ame.
Wildlife Notebook Series.
,(fish species -and crabs)
Juneau.

Angtl, H.
1976.
Life in the Oceans.
London. 125 pp.
$6.66.

Cathay Books,(

Angel, T. and Hairls. 1977. Animals of the Oceans.
eettineAs Publishing group, New.York. 1,3* pp.

Two
$10.95.

Berrill, N. J. 1966. The Life of the Ocean. McGraw -Hill
_Book Company, New Kork. 232 pp:
$7.50.

Calvin/ J. and E. Ricketts. 1968. Betwen Pacifi5c Tides.
Fourth Edition.
Stanford` University Press, California.
614 pp. '$12.50
Flora,` C. J. and_E. Fairbanks, M.D.
1977.
The Sound and
the Sea e A Guide to Northwestern Neritic Invertebrate
Zoologk.
Washington State Dept. of Printing, Olympia.
474 pp.
$8.50.

Johnson, M. E.-and H. J. Snook.
1927.
Sjrashore(Animalc
o7 the Pacific Coast. McGraw( -Hill, New York.
523 pp.

Tyler, J. 976.

The Children's Book'of the Seas.
Pub. Ltd., London. 32 pp.
$2.95.

UsbOrne

United States Forest Service. Beach q6mping and other
informative publications. Juneau,
University of,Alaska. Alask'a Sea,Grant Program. ,Alaska
Tidelines, a Sea Grant Publication for Alaska Schools.
Fairbanks.

,72

4.

e
/

ad

.

b

-

with agencie
'adir'*.in your area, aquaculture assoPlus +44 check wi
ciations, this U. S.,Coast Guard, local corpora$ons to
see whit publiestione they may'have available.
t

OTHER LEARNING'S AIDS
*

I

The Alaska State Muieumtas"c;ultt-media learning kits available t
for use by Alaskah schotls, including a Salmon tit. Priority use
Write: Alaska State MuseuM, Pouch,FM,
is4given to bush,gchools.

JuneauiAPaska

99811.

r

Your school can order films through the Alaska State Film Library.
Their marine science/oceanography listings are Coo numerousrt-o'
mention, but some topics that are dealt with include: mange
invertebrates, ocean currents, the beach, whales, life cycle of
the salmon, mollusks, tide pool life, marine science careers,
sea birds, octopus, the ocean as a food source, fishing techniques, the ecology of the ocean, and seacoast cultures.
44.

The Smithsonian Institdtion is currently field testing a binder
of estuary study activities ($9.68). Actikities include:
4
Beachcombing, Mapping, Barnacles, Build A Trap, Fish Adaptations, '
Fish, Marsh Muck,Crabs, Water in Motion, Menauce Oil Slick,
Oil pill Cleanup, and Estuary 3-D Board. rot more information
write:
SEA (Smithfikpian Esteprine Activities)

ChosapeakelPhy Center For Environmental4tWieS
Smithsonian Institution
P. O. Box 28
Edgewater, Maryland
,

Co

21037.

*Posters on heaah'safety and pamphlets on tides, whales, crabs,'and
other marine topics are available from the Oregon State University
Sea Grant Marine Advisory Program. For a catalog and price list
(mahiare free) write:
"

Extension Communicaion-Marine Advisory Pro4x
Oregon State University AdS 42
Corvallis, 040. 97331

t
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ALASKA SEA

EVALUATION FORM
canputer code numbers
(1-4)

1. Town or village

(5)

2.
(6-7)

3. N

pf students involved
(8-10)

You may need to review your Alaska Sea Week materials to
answer these questions.
4. How many classroom (indoor) actiVi
arldworksheets did you use from each book?
Book (Grade level)
of activities
Discovery (K)
Sea Animals (1)
Shells (2)
Glacial & Intertidal Ecology(3)
Birds (4)

al

At

1

(11-12)

.

6((1:1:}

Fisti (5)

Man's Inflovce on the Sea (6)

(171
97:2g}
(2(213:2224))

5. What is the total number of field (0

r) activities used from the7 books?

(25-26)

6. How many periods (1 hr. each) didjour

ass spend on the Sea Week Program?

(27-29)

Please check the appropriate box to the ri

t of each question.

d
J. Were the Alaska Sea,Week materials
relevant to your curriculum?

f

cidedl

_yes

no

es

no

decidedl y
ryo

-

(1

(2:

(3)

(4:

(5)

(30)

(1

.'(2'

(3)

(4

(5)

(31)

(2,

(3)

(4:

(5)

(32)

11

(2:

(3)

(4;

(5)

(33)

(1

(Z

(3)

(4:

(5)

(34)

(1

'(2:

(3)

(4

(5)

( 35)

(1

(2,

(3)

(4,

(5)

(36)

(

(2:

(3)

(4;

(5)

(37)

(

(2:

(3)

(4,i'

(5)

(38)

,(3)

(41,

(5)

( 39)

(5)

(40)

(5)

(41)

8. Did the Sea,Week materials motivate studen
imPi"ove their math, reading, & writing skids:
I

g. Did the Sea Week materials upgrade your
science program?

(1

16. !bid students enjoy the Sea Week activities?

11. Did studentS develop a greater'awareness,
appreciation, and respect foe the sea?

.

of

-'

).2. Did siudeAisAvelop decision -makes skills
necessary for resolution of marine issues?

1

13. Was the material appropriate for your
students' grade level?,
11.1. Was the teacher background section adequate?

15.. Were the teacher instructions helpful &
complete
16. We're parer

iriRvolved in

and other commun
yOuz Sea Week?

(1

17..Were parents favorghly impr

.(2

with the

Sea Weekt.Program?-,

`10.6Did Sea Week help improve the telationship
.
school to the community?

(1

(2)

(3)

14)

(

(2

(3)

(4

.

I,

.k".

.

f9.° !late ybur overall feelings about the Sea Week MATERIALS
on a scale of 1 to 5.

(42)

20. Rate your overall feelings about the Sea Week PFOGRAM,on S1018; o2191
5.

(43)

r

.

6

''..i,Lt

(1 -high; 5clow)

,

-

,-

,r

.

N'

.

124

e/

21. Raiz many teachers are in your school?
HoW many are using Sea Week materials?

.(44 -4

Week materials to,other teachers? yes
no

22. Do you plan to introduce the

23. Do you plan to use the Sea Week materialgagain? yes

(1)

no

(1)

(46)

(2)

(47)

(2)

24. Would you be interested in attending a marine education/SeaWeek workshop?
(2)
(I)
no
yeS
If so, list your name and school address:
.

(48)

(

Name

.Address

,

"'"-1

25. What other currents do you have?
suggest?

Are there any specific improve:Tents you would

*al

t

a
2.

4t

Please return this completed form to 311 Tha
University of Alaska, Fairbanks, Alaska .99 01.
e
Y

'Belle Nickelson, Alaska Sea Grant Pro§ra

